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SWARY

In this note, we have attempted to summarize the various

aspects of the two-parallel-plate transmission line type

of EMP simulator. Much of the work, briefly reported here,

is the result of research efforts during the last two decades

at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, and in industry/univer-

sities as well. It was considered useful to bring under

one cover, the principal features of individual simulator

components. In addition, our understanding elfthe performance

and problems associated with the individual simulator components

needs to be combined in such a manner that one can draw

conclusions about the simulator performance as a whole.

To appreciate the magnitude of work that has been accomplished

in this area, the reader is encouraged to consult reference

[S.lJ, which lists about 50 references from the EMP Notes

and Memo series. However, one rapidly recognizes that

the analytical/numerical efforts address relatively simpler

design aspects. But in reality, practical considerations

resulting in engineering compromises make the problem much

harder. With these considerations in mind, we have included

a section on the simulator as a whole which lists some

of the problem areas while pointing out their principal

features.

The approach taken in this note is to briefly summarize

in various sections, the available data/results with regard

to the constitutive elements of the simulator (e.g., pulser,

conical and cylindrical transmission line, etc.) . However,

in interpreting these results in the context of the simulator

proper, one has to keep in mind the implications of the

approximation’s made in the analysis procedures. An example

of these is the available results on the propagating modes

(TE, TM and TEM] in two-parallel-plate transmission lines.

Being an open-structure, such modal representations are

valid only in and very near the parallel plate region, while
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they grow unbounded as one moves away in the transverse plane,

In addition, for transmission line treatment, the length

of the line should at least be several times larger than

separation, a condition which is not satisfied in the simulatc}r

facilities. In spite of such approximations, the modal

representation of the working volume fields appears to

be the best available framework for interpreting and comparing

the measured fields with calculations.

We have condensed the available information on two

types of pulsers (Van de Graaf and Marx) with the view

of providing a working knowledge of these EMP pulsers especially

to the readers concerned with electromagnetic aspects.

T?& is followed by discussions which deal respectively

with the conical and parallel-plate transmission lines.

The TEM quantities (characteristic impedance and field

distribution) in two-conical-plate transmission lines are

well known [3.2 and 3.3], while no work has been attempted

on the evaluation of non-TEM modes in the conical transmission

lines. However, in the central parallel-plate region,

detailed information is available on the TEM, TEO1 and

‘“On
modes. A knowledge of the properties of TEM and non-

TEM modes in parallel plate transmission lines is extremely

useful in understanding and interpreting the measured working

volume fields.

It is impractical and prohibitively expensive to build .

bounded wave simulators long enough so that the reflections

from unterminated line will not arrive back in the working

volume to contaminate the object response. This creates

the need for a “proper” termination at the far end of the

simulator. These issues are then addressed while summarizing

~~leavailable theoretical and experimental studies. Further-

more, a laboratory model bounded wave simulator has been

in existence since 1976 at Harvard University for controlled

experimental studies, e.g. , detailed field maps at specific

J



frequencies, terminator development, simulator/object

interaction, etc. Professor R.W.P. King of Harvard Uni-

versity (one of the authors of this note) has included

a reivew of the experimental work.

The topic of simulator/object interaction has received

some attention in the past and is reviewed. Careful experi-

mental studies in this area are considered highly desirable.

As has been pointed out repeatedly in this note, in

the final analysis, we need to draw meaningful conclusions

about the properties and performance of the simulator as

a single electromagnetic structure. With such considerations

in mind, we have listed several problem areas that merit

attention in the future. Needless to say, based on value

judgments, there are avenues open for cost effectively

advancing this technology. The note is concluded with

a list of references.
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INTRODUCTION
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0

Bounded wave EMP simulators, of the two-parallel-

plate transmission line type, are complex electromagnetic

structures that should be analyzed in their entirety. In

view of the difficulties in analyzing a structure like

ALECS (one plate above a ground plane; vertically polarized

electric field) or ATLAS I (also called TRESTLE with two

parallel plates; horizontally polarized electric field),

various analytical\numerical efforts in the past have

addressed relatively simpler structures which are idealized

versions of individual simulator components. An example of

this is the short (length not too large compared to

separation) , central parallel plate region ‘which is treated

as a finitely wide, two-parallel-plate transmission }ine.

It is essential, however, to put together our understanding

of individual components in a manner that helps us in

evaluating the overall performance of the simulator.

We have attempted in the initial sections (II thru

V) of this report, to briefly summarize the principal results

of the treatments of individual simulator components.

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of a parallel plate transmissio}~

line type of EMP simulator comprised (from right to left)

of a pulser, wave launcher, central parallel plate region,

wave receptor and a terminator. The planning and design

of the facility would naturally have started from the

central parallel plate region and evolved toward the pulser

on the input side, and the terminator on the output side.

However, this report is organized in a different manner

from the way,the simulator thinking has evolved. After this

introductory section, we have essentially followed the

simulator components starting from the pulser in Section II

and following the direction of propagation of the wave, i.e. ,

–fJ
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Figure 1.1. Schematic of a parallel plate transmission line
type of EMP simulator
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*
conical transmission line (wave launcher and receptor

o
sections) j parallel plate transmission line and the terminator.

Specifically, in Section II, we have condensed the

o available data on the Van de Graaff pulse generator (used,

for instance, in the ARES facility) and the Marx pulse

generator employed in the ATLAS I facility. This section

furnishes a working knowledge of these two types of pulse

generators for readers interested in electromagnetic aspects

of the facilities (ALECS, ARES, ATLAS I and II) . Section

III discusses the TEM characteristics of the conical trans-

mission line. In this regard, one may note that no calcula-

tions are available on the properties of non-TEM modes in

conical lines. On the other hand, detailed calculations of

the TEM and non-TEM (TE and TM) modes in parallel plate trans-

mission lines are available in the literature and summarized

in Section IV. In Section V, we have reviewed the subject of

terminators for this class of EMP simulators. Several theoretic-

al treatments of perpendicular and sloped terminating sections

e
are available for the case of infinitely wide plates. More

e importantly, an extensive experimental evaluation of the

terminator was conducted (circa 1974) in the ALECS facility,

and the results of this study are–summarized here along with

recommendations for future designs.

With the viewof being able t-operform controlled

experiments, a laboratory model parallel plate EMP simulator

has been in existence since 1976 at Harvard University. Some

of the experiments that have been, and are being performed with

this laboratory model simulator are:

a) careful and complete field mapping in the

parallel plate region,

b) terminator development,

11



suppression of non-TEM modes by taking

advantage of the known TEM and non-TEM

field distributions,

measurement of representative object responses,

simulator/object interaction studies,

evaluation of some of the trestle effects, e.g.,

the platform,

etc.

InSection VI, Professor R.W.P. King (one of the authors of

this report) has included a

experimental results.

With regard to the

review of the presently available

subject of simulator/object

interaction, the available theoretical work is reviewed in

Section VII. One of the approaches in the past has been to

use SEM representation, i.e., to trace or follow the changes

in SEM parameters as one varies the relative simulator\object

geometry, There appears to be no single physical parameter

which can effectively quantify all of the sirnulatoriobject

interaction effects. Careful and extensive experimental

investigation of these effects on the laboratory model

simulator is highly recommended as a future effort.&
In Section VIII entitled “Simulator as a Whole”

we have addressed some of the questions deserving further

study to help analysts in evaluating the overall character-

istics of this class of bounded wave simulators. The report

is concluded with a list of references.



. II PuLSE GENERATORS

11.1 Introduction

@ From an electromagnetic point of view, considerably

more is known about the simulation proper than the associated

pulse power [2.1]. Generally speaking, the pulsers for EMP

simulators depend on the basic properties of the electrical

discharge process for the design and fabrication of fast

switches and other pulser components. This indicates a

need for seeking answers to basic questions concerning the

properties of materials used in various pulser components.

In addition, from a macroscopic viewpoint, one might think

of the pulser in its entirety as a wave generator responsible

for producing, transporting across its own various stages,

and launching on to the simulator, a traveling wave with

a reasonably planar wavefront, by the time it reaches the

working volume. Put differently, it is not adequat-e to

think of the pulser as a high voltage (typically up to

.- @

5 MV), fast rising (t10_90 of < 20 ns) pulse generator. It

is imperative to consider and, in some sense~ optimize the

properties of wave transport across various stages\inter-

faces within the pulser via the considerations of spatial,

temporal and spectral content of the waveform. An example

of such considerations lies in assuring proper wave

matching (both in impedance and field) in and between

various Marx pulser elements, namely the output switch and

its interface with the central Marx column and peaker

assembly. In the present configuration, shown in Figure

2.1 the monotone output switch has an impedance of 88Q,

as opposed to simulator or load impedance of =150Q. The

input impedance of the simulator, which acts as a load to

the pulse generat-or, is largely dominated by the character-

istic impedance of-the principal TEM mode owing to the fact

— (“
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Figure 2.1. The pulse generator (present configuration)
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that the non-TEM modes do not propagate near both ends of

the simulator. IICnC@, it is desirable to maintain a con-

stant impedance
~ ~TEM

c of the simulator across the

various pulser elements, in addition to minimizing field

discontinuities across junctions and interfaces. Presently,

work is just being commenced by LuTech personnel under a

separate effort, that specifically addresses such wave

matching questions. The approach being followed is:

(1)to investigate ways of increasing the impedance of the

output monotone switch from its present value of 88fl, (2)

to optimize the number and location of peaker arms and

(3) to understand the properties of wave transport on the

Marx column by modeling the Marx-peaker assembly by coupled

transmission lines. The results of this study are expected

to yield design curves

design and possibly in

pulser designs.

The’two types

and tables useful in future pulser

suggesting modification to existing

of pulse generators that have been

used for the bounded wave simulators are Van de Graaff (ARES

facility) and Marx (ATLAS I facility). In the remainder of

this section, we shall briefly summarize the principal

features bf these two types of pulse generators [2.2, 2.3

and 2.4].

11.2 Van de Graaff Pulse Generator

Basically this ARES pulser is a dc charged system

employing a coaxial gas line capacitance, relying on proven

Van de Graaff and flash X-ray machine technology [2.2).

The pplse generator is a combination of the individual

elements, viz.t energy store, voltage generator, output

switch and the output section. The pulser assembly is

15



schematically sketched in Figure 2.2, showing the various

elements. At the output end, the transition departs from

coaxial geometry and fans into a strip~ine, with an

appropriate characteristic impedance controlled by spacing

to width ratio. The edges of the stripline are curved to

prevent flashover. The insulating medium also transitions

from oil - SF6 at 1 atmospheric pressure +. air. This

coaxial gas line design is a low impedance (15 to 200)

source wherein the energy is stored and discharged directly

into the”ARES input conic section. The idealized staircase

waveform, by discharging a 15Q source into ARES

(%C =+ 125ff),approximates the desired pulse shape as

shown in Figure 2.3.

The electrical and mechanical characteristics of
\

the main pulser components are reproduced below from

Reference [2.2] compiled by Ion Physics Corporation

personnel.

a) Energy storage

This As accomplished

(--150 characteristic Zstore

in a simple c:oaxial structure

impedance) fc)rmedby the

cylindrical pressure vessel wall and an inner cylindrical

assembly supported by and directly coupled to the Van de

Graaff voltage generator as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The

characteristics of this coaxial line sto~age are as follows:

Effective Outer Diameter Nominal 3.3S m

Effective Inner Diameter Nominal 2.59 m

Characteristic Impedance NOmintll 15.5 Q

Physical Length Nominal 8.53 m

Electrical Length -9

(Double Transit)
Nominal 54 x 10 s

Total Pressure, +300 psig
Dielectric Gas Mixture
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Figure 2.2. Main assembly of ARES pulser
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Partial Pressures -
Optional

Storage Charge Voltage
at 4.5 MV Load

Electrical, Radial Stress
at 5.06 MV Charge

Predicted Maximum
Radial Stress

Total Capacitance of
Store

Energy Stored at 5 MV
Charge

80% N2: 20% C02
95% N2: 5% SF6

5.06 MV (Nominal)

15 MV\m

=i9 M_V/m

=2000 pF

25 kJ

b) Voltage generator

It is evident that the voltage generator must, at

‘a minimum, charge the store capacitance of 2000 pF to a

voltage of 5 MV in a satisfactory operational time. The “

voltage generator has the following characteristics:

Generation Method

Polarity

Belt Width

Belt Speed

Maximum Belt Charge

Maximum Charge Rate

Charge Rate for a 30-s
Charge Time

Insulating Column Length

Maximum Stress per Unit
Length

Working Stress at 5 MV

Van de Graaff Generator
Single Belt (Option for
Two )

Positive or Negative

21.0 Inches (Effective
=10 Inches)

530 in\s

=10-7 C\square inch

550 PA

330 VA

7 ft—

1 MV/ft

0.71 MV/ft

- (J

The generator is both capacitively and resistively

voltage graded. The resistors which are 1% components are

also used to monitor the generator voltage as a check on the

generating voltmeter.

19



c) Output switch

It is an important feature of dc charged generators

that only a single switch is needed between the energy store

and the operating load. In the present configuration, this

switch is formed by the end of the energy stclrage terminal

and the output bushing cap. The switch gap length may be

continuously varied from 1.5 to 15 inches. The switching is

accomplished by a system of trigger pulse generators and

amplifiers on light signal command from a liqht source

operating external to the machine.

d) Output section

This is comprised of the output bushing assembly

(capacitively graded structure constructed clfannular insula-

tors) and the output 125fi transmission line that provides

the necessary interface between the pressurized gas medium

to oil. Also , to facilitate controlled reduction in fall

time to 100 nsl an energy diverter is fittecl into the oil

line, at the leading edge of the output transition.

e) Pulser equivalent circuit

A simple circuit model for this pulse generator,

neglecting stray reactance, is shmm in Figure 2.4 where

c1~ capacitance of Van de Graaff column

Za E coaxial gas line characteristic impedance

T5 one way transit time of the gas line

c: speed of light in the gas line medium

co : output bushing capacitance

Lo : switch inductance

‘L
= characteristic impedance of output strip

transmission line.

Circuit analysis leads to the voltage at

20
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Figure 2.4. Equivalent circuit model for the Van de Graaff pulser



(2.1)

where :l(s) and ~l(s) are respectively voltage and current

spectrum at the location x = x
1

= CT, which is the output

end of the gas line. From equation (2.1), it ‘is also possible

to compute the voltage spectrum at the load iL(s) and con-

vince oneself that it approximates the desired double

exponential pulse. However, there is one limitation, that is,

if one computes the power spectrum {proportic)nal of IiL(s}l*),

there are nulls in energy delivered to the simulator at

specific frequencies.

11.3 Marx Generator

A schematic of the Marx-type of pulse generator, which

was configured into the Pulser Testing Fixture (PTF) for

evaluation purposes, is shown in Figure 2.5. It bascially is

comprised of an output bicone switch (can be replaced by a

monotone as in Figure 2.1) , the peaking capacitor arms and the

Marx column along with the interconnections. The geometrical

and mechanical details of all the components along with the

electrical characterization of the key elements are available

in Reference [2.3], which is a collection of 18 technical

memoranda on the subject by Maxwell Laboratories, Inc.

In order to develop an equivalent circuit model for

the Marx pulser, it is required to determine the pulser

parameters that are geometry dependent as well as internal

parameters. The notational details for a typical output wave-

form are shown in Figure 2.6, where Vc and V are
P

respectively the charge and peak voltage amplitudes. The

ratio (vp/vc) is a measure of pulser efficiency. Some of

the typical problems with the pulser output waveforms, e.g.,

22
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prepulse, notch after the peak, are symbolically shown in this

m ‘figure. The prepulse is the part of the output waveform that

occurs prior to Closing of the output (biCOne or monotone)

switch at a ~ime t =
& ‘o

(say).

Circuit:

circuit models

a) Equivalent

The equivalent

i.e. ,one stage of Marx and a single

for a pulser unit cell,

peaker, are shown in

They compriseFigures 2.7a and 2.7b, respectively.

internal (Lint, Lint) and external
intantes and, likewise, internal (C

ext M’
(CM , cyt ) capacitances. The chargi~g resistor for each

ext
(LM , L~xt) induct-

Cint) and external

Marx sta~e is denoted by R
charge”

The Marx stages and

peakers also have capacitances to ground (CMg
and Cpg)

in addition to mutual or coupling capacitances CMp “ All

of these are either known or calcuable quantities. The

overall equivalent circuit consists of several Marx stages

combined in series, with poakcr circuits in parallel. This

Marx-peaker combination, through an output switch, delivers

energy to the simulator as schematically shown in Figure 2.8.

With a knowledge of the equivalent circuit elements,

one can compute the pulser output waveform via transmission

line theory and circuit analysis, for comparison with experi-

mental measurements on such features as prepulse, rise time,

peak amplitude, etc. From reviewing the available data,?
improvements in pulser performance appear possible, by

initially analyzing the pulser geometry as a boundary value

problem in an.attempt to get a clear understanding of the

properties of wave transport. Some of the relevant issues

here are the optimization of the number and relative orienta-

tion of peakers, computation of pulser output waveforms in

frequency and time domain, etc.

“J
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A similar Marx pulser system, illustrated in Figure

n~ 2.9, is being used in the ATHAMAS II or the VpD II facility.

In this configuration, the peaking capacitor is physically

located in and approximately co-planar with the ground

The water dielectric peaking capacitor feeds a uniform

monotone by way of a self closing, pressurized SF6 gas

switch. The monotone itself is a continuous structure

tained within a dielectric enclosure filled with Freon

gas to electrically insulate the conducting surfaces until

plane.

600

output

con-

12

the electric fields associated with the highest operating

voltage have decreased to a low enough value. A summary of

the VpD II pulse generator parameters, both physical and

electrical, is given below [2.4].

Marx

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Erected series capacity

Number of stages

Output voltage (open circuit nVo)

Stage capacity

dc charge voltage

Stray series inductance

Series resistance
(stray ~ 3.5$2, lumped 2.50)

Insulation

Marx switches-.
● gas type

● pressure

Marx output voltage range

Marx erection jitter

Marx shunt resistance

3.50 nF

65

6.5 MV maximum

228 nl?

100 kV maximum

=6.5 UH

N2/sF6

O to 30 psig

3:1

< 4 ns rms

>2.8 l&?

27
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Peaking Capacitor

1. Capacity

2. Dielectric

3. Wave impedance

1.2 nF

water

~6.7Q

Output Switch

1. Gas type SF6
2. Pressure 50 psig maximum

3. Breakdown voltage variation <25%

4. Breakdown time variation <~4ns

5. Risetime <8ns

From some of the test procedures, the following results

were obtained.

Total stray series inductance of Marx and
connection to peaking capacitor

Inductance of connector

Inductance of Marx

Total series resistance

Average shunt capacitance of Marx stage
to ground

Total effective value to ground

Transmission time of Marx as a transmission
line in oil (excluding connection to peaking
cap)

Impedance of equivalent Marx transmission
line

Stray capacitance of connector

Capacity of peaking cap -tconnector + output
switch stray + Marx stray

Output switch stray

Peaking capacitor value alone

7.4 pH

0.9 pH

6.5 pH

6 OhIRS

9.6 pl?

0.21 nF

63.7 ns

102 ohms

0.118 nF

1.95 nF

50 pF

1.55 nF

J.\
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With regard to the performance, typical 10% to 90%

rise times are about: (1) 6 ns at (1/3) V (2) 20 ns
max t

at (2/3] Vmax and (3) 10 IISat full voltage. The peak

operational voltage was about 4 MV, although the Marx

generator was designed for a maximum operating voltage

of 6 MV. The present limitations appear to be confined to

the dielectric capabilities of the output switch housing

and the upper slab of p’caking capacitor.

.
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111 CONICAL-PLATE TRANSMISSION LINES

The conical transmission lineson either side of the

cylindrical transmission line (parallel plate region) serve

as wave launching and receiving structures and consequently

are of significant import-ante in the overall performance of

this class of bounded wave simulators. In this section we

review the conical transmission line problem in itself and

defer the discussion of its compatibility with its neighboring

components (viz., parallel plate transmission line, pulser,

terminator) to Section VIII entitled “Simulator as a whole.”

In the class of bounded wave simulators under consider-

ation, one has two conic sections which are commonly referred

to as the input conic (wave launcher) and the output-conic

(wave receptor). The input conic serves to transport

the electromagnetic wave from the pulser and launches it

onto the parallel plate region, whereas the output conic

propagates this wave to the terminating section at the far

end. In either case, the conic sections are made up of two

triangular shaped plates (wire meshes in practice) or, equiva-

lently, a single triangular plate above a ground plane. The

two-conical plate transmission line of interest, shown in

Figure 3.1 is to be contrasted with the classically [3.1]

treated conical waveguide illustrated in Figure 3.2. For

lack of better nomenclature, we have referred to the two

structures as conical-plate transmission line (Figure 3.1)

and conical waveguide (Figure 3.2) . In both cases, the

natural coordinate system is the spherical coordinate system

(r,6,@) with its origin at the apex. As was mentioned earlier,

the treatment of the conical waveguide is available in the

literature and reference [3.1] has explicit relations tor

the impedance and the nonvanishing field quantities (EO

and H*). However, the finitely long conical plate
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Figure 3.1. Two-conical plate transmission line
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Figur’e 3.2. Geometry of a conical.waveguide
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transmission line problem (Figure 3,1) has recently received

o well deserved attention [3.2, .3.3]. The two references [3.2]

and [3.3) respectively deal with the determination of the

impedance and the field distribution of the transverse

clcctromagnctic wave. The ‘1’liMquantities arc clerivcclby a

combination of the methods of stereographic projection and

conformal mapping. These methods reduce the conical plat-e-

region into a much simpler geometry for which the solution

is known. We shall briefly review these calculations and

follow it up with recommendations for future work.

111.1 Impedance

Impedance of the principal spherical TEM wave

propagating in the–two-conical-plate transmission line is

an important physical parameter because of its impact on
..
ensuring proper wave matching between the adjacent regions

of conical plates and the parallel plates. It is essential

to minimize the impedance and field discontinuities between

all successive sections of the simulator so that undesirable

reflections are reduced. However, let us postpone the dis-

cussion of this important aspect to Section VIII where we

consider the simulator as a whole.

Returning to the.subject of the characteristic

impedance ~TEM of the principal TEM wave in the conical
cc

plate region, it is noted that extensive tables and curves

are given in reference [3.2] for various cone angles and

plate widths. For convenience in relating the physical

quantities to those in the parallel plate region, both

rectangular and spherical coordinate systems, as illustrated

in Figure 3.3, are used. In the two coordinate systems, the

top (“+”) and bottom (“-”) plates are designated by
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Figure 3.3. Rectangular (x,y,z) and sph-erical
(r,$,$) coordinate systems of two
conical plates
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spherical (r,e,+)

e = arccos[ (l+-tan2 (00)cs~~j)-+]

(3.1)

rectangular (x,Y,z)

Y s ~b(l + z/L)

Ix/yl s (a/b)

Z-t L20

with 6
0

= arctan (b/L)

$0 = arctan (a\b)

The spherical TEM wave propagating in the radial (r)

direction has non-zero components EO, E@, He, and H
4“

The longitudinal fields vanish (Er = Hr = O) by definition,

for the spherical TEM wave. The complex potential (w) of

the TEM wave can be written as [3.4],

Yr
W(r,e,$) - [u(o,@) + i V(O,$)l > (3.2)

with Y = s/c = propagation

the two-dimensional Laplace

number and U and V satisfy

equation on a spherical surface

Using the following stereographic projection [3.5],

x= 2L tan(9\2) cOS ($)
(3.4)

Y = 2L tan(6\2) Sin($)

equation (3.3) becomes

()
32 ~2

—+— U(x,y) = o
aX2 ay2

and($+v(x’y) = 0 ‘3”’)

which is to be solved on the plane z = O.

It can be shown [3.2], that under this stereographic projec-

tion, the two conical plates transform into two plates of

circular arcs of different circles as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. Stereographic project-ion of two conical
plates onto two plates of circular arc



It is recognized that the characteristic impedance of the,

two-circular-arc plates is the same as that of the original

problem and that the circular-arc-plate problem can be. ,

solved by the standard method Of conformal mapping. The ‘

two-circular-arcs in the [(x + iy) = ZI Plane are

sequentially mapped into the complex potential [U+iV=W]

plane through a series of conformal mappings as illustrated

in Figure 3.5. Note that the z--plane (not to be confused

with the z-coordinate used ear~ier) is successively mapped

as follows . .

z-plane ~zl-plane -t-plane -W-plane

Following the method developed in reference [3,2], the trans-

formations are summarized below

z = 2L tanh (21/2) (3.6)

‘1 = Cl(u - Al[lI(n;ulm) - h f(m,n,u)]) + B1 (3.7)

W=C3U+B3 (3.8)

where

cl=- {(1 -n)(m- n)/(Al/’ii)

‘1
= ieo

(3.9)

(3.10)

and m,n, A are obtained by solving a system of three

transcenden~al equations (equation (12) of [3.2]).

Also in equation (3.7), u and II are the elliptic

integrals of the fi:st and third kinds, f is a known

function of m, n and u,

f(m,n,u) = 1

24(1-n) (m-n)
in

{

2(1-n) (m-n) + (l-n sn2(u)(n+nm-2nQ
2

n(m-1) (l-n sn (u)1

+ 2n/(1-n) (m-n) en(u) dn(u)

1
(3.11)

n(m-1) (l-n sn2 (u))

.

—

-JL
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t

J
dt’

t = sn (u) or u =

o
f(l-t’)2(1-mt’2)

(3.12)

In equation (3.8),

C3
= l/R(m)

‘3
= i Kt(m) /K(m) - F(arcsin

Finally, the geometric impedance

~] Id/K(m)

factor f~ is’given by

(3.15)

(3.13)

(3.14)

leading to the characteristic impedance of the two-conical

plate

(3.16)

with Zo being the characteristic impedance of free space

and K’ (m) and K (m) are the usual complete elliptic

integrals. The results of the above calculations reported by

Yang and Lee [3.2] are shown in Figure 3,6 and in Table 3.1.

It can be seen from Figure 3.6 that when the conical

region is about four times or longer than the half separation

(i.e., L z 4b), the impedance is fairly constant with respect

to L/b.

111.2 Fields

The mathematical framework outlined in the preceding

subsection can be logically extended [3.31 to yield the electric

and magnetic field quantities of the TEM wave.

With reference to Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the field

quantities are given by the gradient of the complex potential

as follows:
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Figure 3.6. Geometric impedanc(: factor f of
two conical plates as a 9
function of (Lib) with (b/a) as
the running parameter
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TABLE 3.1. VALUES OF THE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE Z~~ OF TWO CONIm pLATES

\

L./b

b/a

.17

.43,

.50

.60

● 70

.80

● 90

1.00

I.*2O

1.24

1.40

1.60

1.80

2.00

2.50

3*OO

7.00

O.0*

93.47

127;7

138.5

149.7

160.3

170.2

179.5

188.4

204.7

207.8

219.4

232.8

245.0

256.2

280.6

301.2

40002

1.00

82● 35

118.5

130.2

142.3

153.7

164.4

174*4

183.9

201.1

204.4

216.6

230.5

243.1

254.6

279.6

300.4

400.0

1.50

75.66

133.4

125.8

138.6

150.5

161.7

172.1

181:8

199.6

202.9

215.4

229.5

242.3

253.9

279.1

300.1

400.0

3!.00

70.50

109● 9

122.8

136.1

148.5

159.9

170.6

180.6

198.7

202.0

214.7

229.CI

241.8

253.6

278,9

299.9

400.0

2.50

66.64

107.5

3-20.8

134.5

147.2

IS8.9

169.7

179.8

198.1

201.5

214.2

220.6

241.6

253.3

278,7

299.8

399*9

3*OO

63.73

105.8

119.5

133.5

146.3

158.2

169.2

179.4

197.8

201.2

214.0

228.4

241.4

253.2

278.6

29$).8

399.9

3.50

61.51

104..7

118.6

132.8

145.8

157.7

168.8

179.1

197● 5

201.0

213.8

228.3

241.3

253.~

278.6

7QQ.7—-...

399*9

3.90 i 4.50

--1-60:10 58.43

104.0 I 103.2

118.1 I 3.17*5

132.4 I 3.31.9

157.5 , 157

168.6 168.4

178.9 ?78.7

197.4 197.3

200.8 I 200.7

213.”7 213:6

228.2 I 228.1

241.2
I
241.2

253.1
I
253.0

278.6 I 278.5

900.7 I 900 7----,
t
--,.J

.24222

5.00

57.34

102.8

U.7..1

J31.7

144.9

3.57.0

168.2

3.78.6

197.2

200.6

.223.5

228.1

241.1

253.0

278.5

900 7-, <./

399.9

I10.0 -**

101● 1
I
100.4

J.3.5.9
I
115.4

330.7
I
3.30.4

144● 2 I 143● 9

156.5
I
156.3

167.8
I
167,6

178.2 178.0

196.9 196.8

200.4
I
200.3

213.3
I
213.3

227.9 227.9

241.0 241.0

252.9 I 252.9

278.4
I
278.4

399.9 I 399.9

* Two planar conical plates ** l’t% parallel plates
—



dw ~U
Complex field = ~ = ~ + i ~ =ay

-(EY + i Ex)

= ZO(HX - i HJ,) (3.17)

Since the complex potential W is known, the field quantities

are determined in a straightforward manner although the

numerical evaluation is somewhat tedious. O:neexample is

shown in Figure 3.7 for the case of - 103Q characteristic

impedance. In this figure, contours of electric and mag-

netic field lines are shown for the two-circular-arc plates.

The discontinuities across the plate in the normal electric

field (Ey) and the tangential magnetic field (Hx) account

respectively for the TEM charge and current distribution on the

top plate. It is important to note that the fields plotted in

Figure 3.7 are for the circular arc plates and need to be trans-

formed back to the conical”plate region. Using the stereo-

graphic projection of equation (3.4], one ci~n write down and

compute the field quantities in the spherical (rfO,$) coordinates

which is a natural coordinate system for the conical plate

region. Since- the EM fields in the conical plate serve to

excite

system

of the

in its

the parallel plate region where the natural coordinate

is the rectangular coordinates, it is useful to think

fields in the conical region (say at,the plane z = 0)

rectangular components. At the z = O plane, the

relationship between the field components c)fthe TEM wave on

the curved plates (Figure 3.7) and the field components of the

TEM wave on the conical plates is given by

+
E(x,y,z) = Lc.L~*;

curved plates (3.18)

I

9

+
H(x,Y,z) =’Lc”L#

curved plates
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Figure 3.7. Field lines of the TEM mode for R = 51.50 h, c = 2.31 h,

and d = 50.50 h. The characteristic impedance of the

transmission line Zc is 102.8 Q



with

and

(3.19a)

(3.19b)

Representative plots of these rectangular field components are

available [3.3] and show that the fields are mainly concentrated

in the region between the conical plates.

c. Future Work

The subject of nOn-TEM modes in the conical region

has not been addressed to date, and certainLy merits attention.

After analyzing the higher order mode propagation in the

conical plate region, we could explore the feasibility of

incorporating suitable design modifications in the simulators

to suppress any dominant, i.e. , comparable in strength to the

TEM mode, higher order modes. One can,also identify problems

needing attention with regard to the wave rr,atchingof the

input conical plate transmission line with the pulse generator

on one side and the two-parallel plate transmission line on

the other side. However, we shall include these problems in

Section VIII where they are more appropriate.
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IV.1 Introduction

r)
Iv PAIWLLEL-PLATE TRANSMISSION LINE

The central parallel-plate region in this class of

bounded wave simulators is the key electromagnetic com-

ponent inthe “simulator because it is largely in this

region that one attempts to simulate the threat-like

NEMP environment’ for meaningful testing of aircraft systems.

Ideally, what is desired is a planar traveling pulse that

uniformly illuminates the aircraft and is properly ter-

minated at the other end. What makes the problem hard is

that the spectral content of the desired pulse is such that

the plate separation (2b) extends from being small

fractions of wavelength to several wavelengths. .Conse-

qu’ently, if one conceptually divides the frequency regime

of interest into low, intermediate and high frequencies,

the simulator is, respectively, a transmission line, a

radiator, and an optical diffracting structure in the

three frequency regimes. At low frequencies, critical

dimensions of the simulator are small compared to the wave--

lengths and, hence, the structure behaves like a trans-

mission line with quasistatic considerations becoming

applicable. In the intermediate frequency region, the

dimensions are of the order of the wavelength and the

structure behaves partially like an antenna. As the

frequency is further increased” with the structural dimensic)ns

becoming several wavelengths, one can resort to ray-optic

methods for estimating the fields.

Since the incident pulse encompasses a wide range

of frequencies, one can recognize that at late times (>1OOCIns) ,

the working volume fields asymptotically approach the TEM

values. However, at -any given frequency, the measured

fields in the working volume can be represented as a result.

—. JL
—
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of the superposition of parallel-plate transmission line

modes. This representation appears to be the best

available mathematical framework for interpreting and

understanding the working volume fields. In view of these

considerations, a lot of emphasis has been placed, in the

past, on the analysis of TEM and non-TEM modes in finitely

wide two-parallel-plate transmission lines. In making

use of such modal representations, one has to be aware

of the implicit assumptions/limitations. For example,

the theoretical treatments that determine TEM and non-TEM

modes are for infinitely longF finitely wide transmission

lines and, in practice, the length of the c:entral parallel-

plate region is not even several times the separation. In

addition, being an open transmission line, for complete

representation one needs to include the continuous spectrum.

In other words, the currents on the simulator plates

can be expressed as an infinite sum added to an

infinite integral. The sum represents the discrete

spectrum, each term corresponding to a propagating

mode (TEM and non-TEM) while the integral comes from the

contributions of the continuous spectrum. It is also

important to note that the discrete spectrum in open wave-

guides, unlike those in the closed waveguides, is not square

integrable in a cross section, The fields do satisfy source-

free Maxwell’s equations and the boundary conditions on

simulator plates, but are unbounded as one moves away in

the transverse plane. The total field, comprised of the

discrete and continuous spectra, nowever, is bounded and

possesses finite amounts

information is currently

much work still needs to

the continuous spectrum.

approximations, we still

of energy. Although a lot of

available on the discrete spectrum,

be done on the contributions of

Despite such limitations and

can think of the:simulator working
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volume fields at

of the principal

In view of these

any given frequency as a superposition

TEM and, typically, a few non-TEM modes.

considerations, the main emphasis in

this section is placed on reviewing the available methods

of evaluating these modes and also on being able to

represent the measured fields in terms of their superposition.

A simple and straightforward way of calculating

these modes is to take the ~lassically derived fields in

a rectangular waveguide and let the width go to infinity

[4.1]. When the width is finite, conformal mapping tech-

niques [4.2, 4.3 and 4.4] are useful in calculating the

TEM mode characteristics. Integral equation formulations

and efficient numerical analysis procedures in Fourier

transform domain have been employed [4.5, 4.6 and 4.7] in

computing non-TEM mo_des On finitely wide and infinitely

long plates. The problem of source radiation in the open

parallel-plate waveguide of finite width is considered

in reference [4.8]. On the experimental side, we have

available the CW measurements in the ALECS facility [4.9]

and more extensive field mapping data on the laboratory

model ,simulator [4.10 and 4.11] at Harvard University. In

th,eremainder of this section, we shall briefly review

all of the above and then present a method of expressing

the measured fields as a superposition of modes and then

apply this me_thod to a specific frequency on the

laboratory simulator.
-_,

IV.2 Infinitely Wide and Infinitely Long Parallel Plates

Figure 4.1 shows an open waveguide made of two

parallel plates that are infinitely wide and long when

they are separated by a distance 2b. By starting with

the fields in a rectangular waveguide of width 2a and

/’
— d
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Figure 4.1 Two parallel-plate open waveguic?e of
infinite width (x direction) and infinite
length (z direction) with separation = 2h

●
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o height 2b, and then letting the width go to infinity,

the field components can be written as:

TEM mode

Ey(y) = V/b, Hx(y) = I with Ez = Hz “EX = H = O
Y

(4.1)

‘Men r.odes

EX=O

Eyn(y,z) = ‘Vn(z) d~- cos(nny/b)

Ezn(Y,z) = -]C In(z) !$fi .in(Q$)

Hx(y,z) = In(z) g COs(y)

H=O
Y

HZ=O

‘EOm
modes

EX(Y,Z) : Vm(z, & sin(y)
E o
Y=

EZ=O

HX=O

I

(4.2)

(4.3)

Hy(y,z) = Ire(Z)& .sin[~)

HZ(Y,Z)
‘F cos(w)

=-j~ Vm(z) 2b s

d
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where

Vz potential of the top plate w.r.t. the central

ground plane (i.e., the bottom plate is at

-v volts)

b= half separation

Is current flowing in unit width of top plate

V(z), I(z) ~ voltage and currents along the line

satisfying the transmission line

equations

n,m E 1,2,3, ... (modal indices)

n ~ free space characteristic admittance

q ~ free space characteristic impedance

1: free space wavelength

jut time dependence being implicit.j = ~ with e

As an example, we have shown in Figure 4.2 the electric

field lines for TEM, TMOl, TM02 and TM03 modes in the

region above the ground plane (y 2 0) for a distance of

one wavelength on either side of the origin along the

propagation direction. It is noted that.the modal dis-

tributions are

We shall leave

plates at this

invariant in the transverse x-direction.

the subject of modes on infinitely wide

stage and will have occasion to use them

later for representing the measured fields.

IV.3 Finitely Wide and Infinitely Long Parallel Plates

The computation of modes on two parallel plate trans-

mission lines when they are of finite width (2a) has been

classically treated for the TEM mode and more recently for

the non-TEM modes. The TEM mode evaluation uses the

standard technique of conformal mapping whereas for

o
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o determining the non-TEM modes, the approach is to

formulate the integral equations for current and charge
●

on the plates. From a knowledge of the current and charge

distributions on the plates, the fields are uniquely

determined.

a) TEM mode

Figure 4.3 shows the transverse x-y plane of a finitely

wide (2a) two-parallel plate transmission line. In this

figure, any point in the transverse plane where the TEM

quantities (potentials and fields) are desired, is specified

by its complex coordinate ( z = x + iy). This z is a

complex coordinate and is not to be confused with the

propagation direction coordinate. The available conformal

transformation which takes us from the complex coordinate

plane to the complex potential plane [4.2, 4.3] was

recognized to have a deficiency because it was not an

9 analytic transformation in the complex variable sense.

By making suitable variable changes, reference [4.4) gives

the slightly modified transformation as

?f#Y
:= [(=f(w) = -2K$)

)1

Z iw + K(m)+ iK(ml)lm - i (4.4)

L

where

K(m) s complete elliptic integral

Z(plm) = E(plm) - p ‘~ s Jacobi

E(m) E complete elliptic integral

of the first kind

zeta function

of the second kind

‘1= 1 ‘m
m= parameter obtained from knowing the geometrical ratio

(a/b)

by solving

●
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Figure 4.3. Cross section of a symmetrical two-
-parallel-plate transmission line
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a

{ }

~ K(m) E(@olm) - E(m) F($o]m)—=—
b

with

sin ($.) = [@#)]~,2

(4.5)

(4.6)

Note that for a specified point in the transverse plane,

the transcendental equation (4.4) needs to be solved for

the complex potential, and later the complex field

(electric or magnetic) is obtained by computing the

gradient of the potential. To facilitate these computa-

tions, one recognizes that the entire first quadrant of

the complex coordinate z-plane maps into a rectangle of

finite dimensions in the complex potential w = u + iv

plane. This fact, coupled with the principle of the

argument in complex variable theory, helps us to write

down the complex potential in a closed integral form

1 $
f’ (Wl)

w= m ‘1
dwl (4.7)

f(wl) - (z/b)

Knowing the potential, the fields are easily determined

via algebraic computation of (dw/dz). An extensive

parametric study of the TEM properties in terms of tables

and plots was reported [4.4] for dimensions ranging from

narrow to wide plates. One example of these calculations

is illustrated in Figure 4.4, which shows the contour

plots for the transverse electric field components Ex,

E
Y’

the magnitude of the electric field - , as

well as the magnitude of the differential quantity

I[(~(x,y) -E(O,O))/E(O,O)]/. This quantity is useful for

design purposes where one is concerned with the uniformity

o

of fields near the object location,
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b) Non-TEM f~Od@S

When the cross sectional dimensions of the simulator

become compar(lbl.etu the W wavclc IIgLl~0[ operC~Lion, it.

can be expected that non-TEM modes will also propagate in

the working volume. In the transient situation, it is

desirable to launch fast rising pulses whose rise time is

significantly smaller than the transit time across the

simulator, resulting in frequency components in the pulse

at which non-TEM modes can be supported. As was pointed

out earlier, our approach here is to represent the working

volume fields as a superposition of parallel-plate trans-

mission line modes and then explore ways of suppressing

the undesirable non-TEM modes.

Consider an open waveguide formed by two finitely

wide parallel plates as shown in Figure 4.5. Setting
.

incident fields as Einc(:,t) and ~~nc(;,t), the

scattered fields i(:,t) and Wft) are cletermined by

o Laplace transform methods,

E(x,y,g,s) = H Fi(i!,t) e-q= e
-St (3Zdt (4.8)

-cm -m

Since there is a translational invariance along the

propagating or z direction, it can be Laplace transformed

(z + ~) along with the time (t + s). Also, one can get

the transverse components of electric and magnetic fields

from the axial components by using

z
EJx,Y,Ls) = (-c/p2)vt Ez(x,y,c,s) - (SU/P2) izxvt RZ(X,Y,C,SI

(4.9)
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1

where p = v r’ - G* and Y = S/C with c = vacuum speed

of light.

Marin [4.5), has set up integral equations for the

discontinuity ;,(x) in the tangential magnetic field

(equal to induced current) across the top and bottom plate,

and the discontinuity :* (x) in the normal derivative of

the tangential field (aEz/ay). Now by requiring the total

tangential electric field on the top and bottom plate to

vanish, one gets a coupled pair of integral equations for

z+ (x) and l_(x) as:

= -y (X,b,c,s)

(4.10)

●
a a

J
i

J
*l(X,x’)”~+(X’) dX’ + ~22(X,X’) Z_(X’) dx’-,

-a -a
!.. .,

and similarly for 5+ (x) and 3_(x) as:

( )[J

32 a a

—- P2
J 161+X’)6+(X’) dx’ + 612(X,x’) ~_(X’) dx’ = 8+(X)

ax2
-a -a

(4.11)

( )[J

~2 a a

—- P2
J 1ti21(X,X’) ;+(X’) dx’ + 622(X,X’) ~-(x’) dx’ = P_(x)

3X2
-a -a

o
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where all of the ~ and ~ kernels are known and the

forcing functions in equation (4.11) aro given by

~ ~2 ~inc a;+$c
B*(X) ~ (X,ih,c,s) +C ~ (x,fb,C,s) (4.12)

In principle, once the integral equations are solved for the

unknown functions it(x) and ~+(x), all of the electric

and magnetic field components can be obtained. However,

in actual computations a distinction has been made

between narrow (width << separation, or b/a >> 1) and

wide (width >> separation, or b/a << 1) plates. This

distinction makes certain approximations to the integral

equations possible. References [4.5] and [4.7] deal

respectively with narrow (b/a >> 1) and wide plates

(b/a << 1). It is noted that for the narrow plates

TE modes are more attenuated as they propagate along the

simulator than are the TM modes, whereas for the wide plates

TM modes are more attenuated as they propagat-e along the
o

simulator than are the TE modes. In other words, for the

narrow plates TM modes are more important and for the wide

plates, TE modes. For a general value of (b/a), depending

on the nature of excitation, one can ex”pect to see both TM

and TE modes. The results [4.5 and 4.7] are presented by

first computing the p-plane singularities and then the field

plots . Since th-ere are two planes of symmetry (x = O and

Y =0), the modes are classified into symmetric or anti-

symmetric (about y = O plane) even or odd (about x = O

plane) modes, Transcendental equations for obtaining

the p-plane singularities have been derived ‘in these

references and they are summarized below.

9
4
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Narrow plates (b/a >> 1)

Mode type transcendental p equation
.

@

even TM ln(4/pa) - y + :Ko(2pb) = o

odd TM kn(4/pa) - y - Ko(2pb) = O

TE modes no: upported when lpa~ << 1

Wide plates (h/a << 1)

*

*

~ode type transcendental p equation

?ven sym. TM 166 (pa)
3/2

exp(2pa) - 1 = O

]dd Sy’m.TM 166 (pa)3/2 exp(2pa) + 1 = O

~ven antisyrr. TM 8

r

~ exp{2pa+ (2pb/n) [~n(2n!pb)
b23

r

- y + 1]} -1 = o
3

>dd antisym. TM 8 ~ exp{2pa i-(2pb/n)[~n(2~/pb)
b’

-y+l]}+l=o

iven sym. TE 2fi @ exp(2pa) + 1 = O

)dd SW. TE 2fi @ exp(2pa) - 1 = O

~ven antisym. TE 1 - exp{2pa + (2pb/Tr) [ln(2~/pb)

r
.y+l]}-b-&=O

kdd antisym. TE 1 + exp{2pa + (2pb/n) [~n(2n/pb~

r
-.y+l]}-b~=O

*least attenuated
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The p-plane singularities, which are poles in p-plane, each

corresponding to a branch point in tlicusual s-plane,
(~,~, E or H)

can be denoted by Pm,n # where m and n are

the modal indices corresponding to the number of half

@

cycle variations in x and y directions. In the super-

script, the two ~ denote respectively the sym-metry or

antisymmetry with respect to x = O or y = O Planest

while E (TM modes) an< H (TE modes) indicate the modes.

This notation can uniquely identify a mode type. In the

next few pages, we have reproduced from the two references

[4.5 and 4.7] examples of p-plane singularity plots and

typical field distribution plots.

Figures 4.6 to 4.8 are for the case of narrow plates.

In Figure 4.6 the p-plane singularity plots for the odd

and even TM modes are shown. It is seen from Figure 4.6

that the p-plane singularities are like the natural

frequencies (Su) in the complex frequency (s) plane in

the SEM representation. It is however emphasized that-each

pole in the p-plane corresponds to a branch point in the s-
0

plane. In Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the magnitude of the prin-

cipal electric field component {E [ is plotted for the
Y

TEM and three lowest antisymmetric TM modes, as functions

of normalized y (i.e., y/b) and normalized x (i.e.,

x/a) coordinates. It is seen from Figure 4.8 that the

amplitude of the principal electric field grows unbounded

as one moves away in the—transverse x-direction. This is

to be expected for leaky mode description.

Figures 4.9 to 4.12 illustrate’-the example of wide

plates. Figures 4.9 and 4.10, respectively, show the

transverse propagation constants for the antisymmetric TE

(odd and even) and the symmetric TE and TM modes. The

transverse variation (along the x direction) of the

principal electric (Ey) and magnetic (Hx) field components
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for the four lowest odd anti.sym,metric TE modes are also

shown respectively in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.

The general unrestricted case, when the plates are

neither wide nor narrow, has recently received much

attention from Dikewood Industries under the present

effort; extensive field plots reported by them are not

reproduced here.

Thus , extensive computations of the transverse

wave numbers and field plots are available in the

literature for both the special cases of narrow and

wide plates as well as the unrestricted case.

ZV.4 Source Excitation

It is well known that the fields in the working volume

can be represented by ‘

ii(;,s) = $(b) +32(:,s) (4.13) 9

where

21(;,s)
z“

-ynz
E discrete spectra = Xn(x,y) e (4.14!)

n

s
E2(~,s) s continuous spectra =

([”3(a,f3)
JJ

-(Y1X+Y2Y+Y3Z)
e da d~

(4.15)

The contribution from the continuous spectrum is perhaps

negligible for certain geometries and source configuration,

but in general it is important to know their relative

contributions. With this goal in mind, [4.8] computes the
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total electric field 3T(;,S) for a specific geometry with

o
a prescribed source configuration. It employs the moment

method which is suitable for a guide with small to moderate

cross sections. The source consists of a y-direction

oriented current ~inc(~) s Iv Jinc(x,y) e-j~z. The varia-

tion in the x-direction is as~umed to be a Dirac delta

function while in the y-direction~ the source is sinusoidal”
-j13z

It propagates in the z-direction according as e . With

such a prescribed source, the total field has been computed

to assess the relative contributions of discrete and con-

tinuous spectra. However, the computations are not complete,

since one is required to perform a spectral integration with

respect to the variable 6 to obtain a ccmplete field

excitation solution. We conclude that? although the formu-

lation is available, much more work needs to be done before

meaningful conclusions can be drawn concerning the contribu-

tion of the continuous spectrum.

o
IV.5 Experimental Results

TWCJ readily available sources for the experimental data

in bounded wave simulators are the ALECS CW measurement

reports [4.9] and more recently from the laboratory model

measurements [4.10 and 4.11], in addition to the time

domain data report [4.12] in the early years of ALECS

facility development.

In the time domain, [4.12] has shown that at early

times, the fields in the working volume (for approximate

step function source) are well described by (l/r) varia-

tion of the spherical wave from the conical launcher

and followed by: a) edge diffraction and b) specular

reflections off the top plate. In the late times,
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quasi-static TEM fields are obtained. In the high

frequency (early time) range, experimentally about t15%

ripple has been observed in ALECS fields at midheight

in the working volume and about t35% ripple has been

observed near the ground plane.

I?rom the experimental results reported in reference

[4.9], one can, in addition, draw the following conclusions.

a) Input impedance

The TDR data indicates that the input impedance

of the ALECS facility is fairly constant at -900. This is

consistent with the principal TEM mode being dominant at the

simulator ends where the non-TEM modes cannot be supported.

The impedance data [4.9] have also been presented on Smith

charts for various experimental configurations.

b) Ripples in measured fields

The measured electric and magnetic fields display

significant ripples at all locations, with the largest

effects appearing near the ground plane at high frequencies.

c) ?J(jtchat 25 ~Hz

The swept=CW measurements also show a deep notch in

the measured magnetic field (Hx) at the”center at nearly

25 MHz. This has also been experimentally confirmed on the

laboratory model simulator at Harvard. The notches in

ALECS and the model simulator are quite similar in terms of

notch frequency, location, depth and width.

At the notch frequency, the fields can be represented

by a superposition of TEM and TMon modes and the notch

itself is due to TEM and TM
On

standing waves. Work is

in progress to improve the termination for minimizing

TEM reflections. In addition, mode suppression
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techniques are also being attempted to selectively load or

damp the non-TEM modes. A detailed account of the experi-

mental results on the laboratory model bc)unded wave simu-

lator appears in Section VI.

IV.6 Modal Representation of Measured Fields

In the experimental field maps performed at

‘1 = 626.5 MHz and f2 = 264 MHz on the laboratory model

simulator, it was observed that the measured fields were

fairly uniform in the transverse x-direction except near

the edges. The frequencies
‘1

and ‘2
correspond roughly

to 60 MHz and 25 MHz in ALECS. At these two frequencies,

the laboratory model has b/a ratios of 1.23 and 0.83.
~TEM are

The characteristic principal TEM mode impedances ~

respectively 100Sland 800. These values are summarized

below:

1) Lab. model frequency of operation=fl = 626.5 MHz

(corresponding ALECS frequency ~60 M’dz)

half separation E b = 1.08 m

half width E a = 0.875 m

(b/a) = 1.23
J7EM = loon
c

2) Lab. model frequency of operation= f’2= 264 MHz

(corresponding ALECS frequency =25 MHz)

half separation E b = 0.75 m

o

half width Za= .O.875m

(b/a) = 0.83
~TEM = 80Q
c
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Extensive field plots are available elsewhere in

this report, but the objective here is to represent the

fields in terms of superposition of modes. At the

higher frequency
‘1 ‘

Figure 4.13 demonstrates that the

transverse variation is minimal away from the edges. For

this reason, at least for the present purposes, we may

use the parallel plate modes of infinitely wide plates

[4.1] in the superposition process. It is seen that at

‘1’ ‘1 = 48 cm, four modes, i.e.,
‘EM’ ‘Mel’ ‘“02 and

TM03 r are well above

guide wave numbers of

the cut off. They have respectively

k k= (WAI)go =

k
gl

= 0.977k

k
g2

= 0.893k

k = 0.748k
g3

= 0.1309 cm-l

= 0.128 cm
-1

= 0.117 cm-l

= 0.098 cm-l 1

The corresponding guide wavelengths are

A ‘1 = 48 cm
go =

A 49.1 cmgl =

A 53.7 cmg2 =

A 64.2 cm
g3 = \

(4.16)

●

(4,17)

At each cross section (z = constant) , the principal

electric field Ev is a superposition of the” four modes

in varying amplitudes. That is

Ey(z) = A(z) + B(z) cos(ny~b) + C(z) cos(2ny/b)

-tD(z) cos(3ry/b)

where A(z), B(z), C(z) and D(z) are complex [e.g.,

(4.18)
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A(z) = AR(z) + i Ax(z)] amplitude coefficients. They are

determined by fitting the measured distribution with the

distribution of equation (4.18). Since transverse x

does not play a significant role, the fitting is done at

x= O with the origin (x = O, y = O, z = O) taken as

the phase reference. The coefficients are shown plotted

in Figure 4.14. With known complex amplitudes of TEM and

‘he ‘“On
modes, the electric field Ey(y,z) can be

computed as a function of y at any desired cross section

using equation (4.18). Figures 4.15a and 4.15b use

broken lines to show the calculated vertical distribu-

tions of the real and imaginary parts of ET, at the

various locations and solid lines for the m~asured dis-

tributions. From these two figures, it is evident that

the fields in the work volume at this frequency,
‘1 ‘

are well represented by a superposition of TEM and three

‘“On
modes.

A similar superposition representation has also been

carried out at the lower frequency~ f2(= 264 MHz)I and it

was observed that the working volume fields at ‘2 can be

represented as a superposition of TEM and TMO1 modes only.
.

For the sake of simpli.ci.ty, this analysis is not presented

here.

We conclude that if sufficiently detailed field

mapping is carried out at single CW frequencies, the

measured working volume’ fields can always be represented.—

as a sum of the principal TEM and a few non-TEM modes.

From the experimental findings at Harvard on the laboratory

model simulator, it is satisfactory to use the modes on

infinitely wide plates. of course, if more accuracy is

desired, (it may well be for certain other geometries

or frequencies) the mode calculations on finitely wide

plates can also be used in the representation of measured

fields as a superposition of modes.

Q)
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It is rewarding for those of us concerned with

this technology to realize that we are now in a better

position to understand and interpret the measured

fields. Such interpretations go a long way in enhancing

our ability-to suggest modifications in the simulator

design and construction for improved simulation fidelity.

.

.(

@3

k.)
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v TERMINATIONS FOR THE SZMLJLATORS

V.1 Introduction
o

In the preceding sections, the paralle:l-plate simulator

structure is’considered, starting from the soqrce end (pulser,

wave launcher) through the working volixne (parallel-plate

region) . In this section, we consider the problem of effec-

tively terminating the wave after its incidence on the test

object in the working volume.

If the parallel-plate transmission line ends abruptly

just beyond the working volume, the wave traveling along the

transmission line is reflected back to the working volume and

interacts with the test object before the object response is

complete, Euilding a long transmission line to delay

reflections from interacting with the object while it is
...

still responding to the incident wave necessitates a costly

structure and is not practical. In fact, for an aircraft

under test, the clear time for the reflected wave is of the

A order of microseconds and the transmission line must extend

at least a few hundred meters past the working volume, if an

efficient terminator is absent.

The technique most comm~nly used in reducing reflec-

tions is to terminate the transmission line in an impedance

nearly equal to the characteristic impedance of the parallel-

plate structure. For a proper termination, it is necessary

to consider many aspects of the design, such as (1) whether

to have the termination perpendicular to the transmission

line or at an angle, (2) the values of the terminating

elements, (3) the ‘distribution of the terminating elements,

and (4) the practical aspects of the design. These and

other features of terminators are considered in this section.

o
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V.2 Values of the Terminating Elements

#!

@

At sufficiently low frequencies where the transmission-

line cross-section dimensions are small compared with the

wavelength it is well known from transmission-line theory

that a terminating impedance of value equal to the character-

istic impedance of the line terminates the line perfectly.

Under this situation, the reflecti~n coefficient p as

defined below, is identically zero.

‘ZL-ZC
P .= ~

where
‘L

is the te~inating impedance and Z
c

is the

characteristic impedance of the line.

(54)1)

The condition ZL = Zc is reasonably accurate at low

frequencies where’ the’’terminating impedance can be considered

as being distributed uniformly at the terminating plane which

is perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the

incident wave. This is the same as considering a lumped

a3. terminating element. At higher frequcncics, this is no longer

true and one.has to consider the distributed nature of the

termination as well as the effect of the free space medium

just outside ”the termination. Indeed, if the cross-sectional

dimensions are no longer small compared with wavelengths, one

has to take into account the effect of free space (outside

the terminator) on the termination. In fact, the impedance

seen by the incident wave consj.its of the”’parallel combina-

tion of the terminating impedance
‘L

and the free-space

impedance ‘o’ We thus have a problem ‘to contend with: at

low frequencies, the incident wave sees an impedance ZL ;

at high fr~quencies, it sees qzo ; and at intermediate

frequencies, the impedance iS between the above two values’.

To design for an efficient match, it is ‘clear that

‘L must be frequency dependent so that the incident wave is
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always matchedl i~e. I the combined impedance at the end is

equal to the wave impedance inside the simulator. Baum [5.1]

first suggested the form of the terminating impedance to be

,the series combination of a resistance R and an inductance

L, i.e.,

EL(S) =R+sL (5.2)

where s denotes the complex frequency. For low frequencies

i.e., S:of the wave sees only the real part of ‘L
and

behaves as z. ~ R. The transmission line is matched by making
b

R = 2=. At high frequencies, the plate separation is large

compared to the wavelength and the electric and magnetic fields

of the incident wave are related by ‘o”
At these frequencies,

i.e., s -.=f ‘L
+ @ and the parallel combination of ZL

and
‘o

remains to be ‘o
and the incident wave is again

matched.

In between these two frequency extremes the wave

= reflection is very complicated. The lumped element repre-

sentations of the termination’ no longer works satisfactorily.

Instead, one needs to use distributed analysis. However,

let us study the reflection characteristics of a step

incident wave to gain some qualitative insights. For

frequencies low enough so that the wave sees mainlY ZL/ the

reflection is given by equation (5.1), i.e. #

For a unit step incidefit voltage; i.e.,

and with ~L(s) as given by (5.2), we have

(5.3)

(5.4)

( 2ZC
Vr(t) = ‘-zc +

( )1

Ri-Zc
.— t

R+ZC ‘Xp - L
u(t)

‘o
R+ZC

(5.5)

—.o

@
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The total voltage as given by

~total(t)
= u(t) “t [vr(t)/vol

‘o

is plotted in Figure 5.1.

V.3 Idealized Analyses

From discussions in the preceding subsection, it is

clear that at intermediate frequency range, thd termination

needs to be treated as a distributed element to under-

stand the wave-terminator interaction.

‘The underlying principal was first discussed by Baum

[5.1] who suggested the use of an admittance sheet containing

resistive and inductive quantities. Latham and Lee [5.2]

solved the idealized problem using the extended Wiener-Hopf

technique. Baum [5:3] has further extended the terminating

concept to a sloped admittance sheet plus coplanar conducting

flanges. performance evaluations are done by Varvatsis and

Sancer for both the perpendicular case [5.4] and the sloped

case [5.5]. These geometries are illustrated in Figure 5.2.

In all these analyses, the authors idealize the

problems to be two-dimensional, i.e”.,assuming that there is

no variation in the transverse direction of-the parallel-

plate. Furthermore, th~ electric field is assumed to be

constant at the infinitesimally thin admittance sheet. Under

these idealized ass~ptions, Latham and Lee [5.21 draw the

following conclusions for the perpendicular case.

(1) For “the admittance sheet to have a positive real

part, the plate separation h must be less than 1/3 of the

wavelength # (This implies that for a perfect match, reactive

termination is necessary.)

(2) In the two-dimensional case, for a good match,

at time > h/2c, the resistive part is given by

R=ZO
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“total(t)

‘o

1+

.

1R-Zc

R+Z
c.

!----- ----- .- ——. - —---— ---,—- -——-
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‘o

o
t

Figure S.1. Step response of an ~ te~inator
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and the inductive part is given by

(5.8)

where h, as shown in Figure 5.2, is the plate separation and

PO is the permeability of free space.

For the sloped terminations with flanges, the

advantage of the sloping is that the required current in the

terminator more quickly approaches {for a step-function

incident wave) the late-time limiting current [5.3]. This

is similar to a linear antenna where the induced current is

“damped’f out faster if it makes a sharper angle with the

incident field.

Using a somewhat different approach, parameter studies

for various values of the inductance L have been performed

to find the minimum deflection [5.4, 5.5]. In the perpendic-

ular case, the maximum TEM reflection coefficient is 0.032

when L m 1.1 poh. For the sloped case with flanges, the

following optimum values of L are obtained

Angle ~ 90° 75° 60°

m

45° 30°

L/(uOh) 1.10 1.06 0.91 0.67 0.40

In all these cases, the resistive part is given by

R=Zosin~ (5.7)

The optimum inductance value differs from that of reference

[5.2] by a factor of 2.

It has to be cautioned that the abc}ve studies are for an

idealized two-dimensional terminating sheet only. Results

in [5.2] give the admittance values as a function of the

vertical coordinate y, whereas the other references give only

the total admittance value. All these values do not yield perfect

matches over, the entire frequency spectrum. Furthermore, in

actual applications, the terminator is not in the form of a sheet,

m
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m.,

d

but rather consists of many lumped resistances properly spaced

to approximate the distributed effect. Also, in practice, the

terminator contains no flanges.

V.4 Practical Considerations

1. Finite width terminator with lumped elements

It is far less expensive and mechanically superior to

use arrays of resistor strings to approximate the admittance

sheet described in the preceding subsection. Each resistor

has its own internal inductance and each resistor string

also has inductance due to coupling between the strings.

There are two main t~’es of resistors that are suitable

for this application: wire-wound resistor and Carborundum

resistor, the former contains more internal inductance than

a comparable one of the latter type. A suitable design of

the terminator may require no additional inductors to satisfy

the requirements for a good termination.

Consider the termination as shown in Figure 5.3 with

height h and width w, and making an angle ~ with the

.ground. There are N identical strings each with M

resistors, each resistor has a length IR, radius rR~

resistance R and inductance For this configuration,
‘R” .

the total internal inductance due to the MxN resistors

is

Li = : LR (5.10)

However there is also inductance due to the coupling

between strings (the external inductance) [5.31 and [5.61,
. .

(5.11)

where d = w\(N-1) is the string separation. Ignoring

inductance due to the’ fringing field, the total resulting

inductance of the terminator is
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e ‘t
=Li+Le

)
and the resistance is

*3-.

‘t
= (M/N)R sin

It must be pointed out that

(5*12)

c (5.13)

the above formulas can be easily

modified to cases where there

resistor, or where the number

on each string.

It is possible then to

is more than one type of

of resistors is not the same

design so that Rt and Lt

are good matches for the transmission line. For a practical.

terminator of finite width, the following values of imp,edanc:e

are considered to be optimum:

R Zc
opt =

and

where

(5.14)

(5.15)

(Sol(i)

and fa is a factor accounting for the fringe fields and

Osfa <1. Giri’,’et al. [5..6]estimated that

fa g fTEM (5;17)

where f
TEM is the TEM mode fraction and is the fraction

of the curvilinear squares contained within an area bounded

by the simulator cross-section. The values of fTEM can

be estimated by studying TEM field plots [5.7] .

2. Voltage and energy limitations

The resistors used must be able to withstand the

voltage and energy that the transmission line delivers

to the terminators.

“k)
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(i)

(ii)

Air breakdown

For no breakdown of air, it is required that

Maximum available voltage/h < 10C’V/m (5.18)

Resistor breakdown

For no breakdown of the

required that

Maximum rated voltage >

(iii.) Energy deposition

resistors, it is

maximum available voltage

The allowable energy deposition of the resistors

must be larger than the available energy, i.e. ,

a

( )JM x N x,a~lowab~e energy deposition > ~ v2(t] dt
c

o
“(5.19}

where V“(t) is the voltage across the terminator.

3. Terminator geometry

The preceding discussions assume that the termination

is rectangular in shape, that the resistor strings are in

parallel, and that all resistors are identical. In practice,

these conditions may not be met. As a matter of fact, there

are advantages of using different configurations.

For a parallel-plate transmission structure such as

ALECS , there is more current at the outer edges of the

transmission line, consequently

(1) less inductance should be plqced near the outer

edges

{2} more resistor strings should be placed near the

outer edges to”withstand the higher current

density there.

*
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TABLE 5.1. PERCENTAGE OF ENERGY IN ‘THEEMP
WAVEFORM ABOVE A FREQUENCY f (MHz)

P

f(MHz) 0.01 0.1 1 5

B

10

fE (%) 98 81 20 4 2

We observe that about 18% of the total EMP energy

is between 1 to 10 MHz. This is the frequency region

where principal resonances of aircraft occur. The simulator

should be properly terminated within this frequency range.

The range above 10 MHz is relatively less important.

V.5 Experimental Evolution and Optimization

The design procedures given in the preceding subsection

obtain, at best, parameter values that are close to optimum

values. In practice, it is necessary to fine tune the

parameters to yield optimum performances. The final adjust-

ment can be done only with experimental procedures.

The method devised is based on the fact that after

reflection from an interface, the reflected electric and

magnetic fields are out-of-phase for the TE’Mmode. Let us

denote the incident fields with a superscript (i) and the

reflected fields with (r). Then, f,orthe TEM mode

(5.22)

where a is a constant related to the-characteristic

impedance of the transmission line. The reflected fields

are ideally given by

--b-)(5)=
‘Y

p(s) Eji) (s)

and

s(~) (s) = -p(s) i(i) (s)
x x
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This method of experimental procedures measures the time domain

differential mode quantity ~(t) which is the inverse Laplace

transform oft(s) given by

i’(s) = ijT) (s) - a5~T) (s) (5.25)

where the superscript (T) denc>tes the total fields. From

equations (5.22) to (5.25) , it is clear that, for the ideal

TEM situation

i(s) = p(s) [i(i)(s) + a~(i) (s)] (5.26)

Thus , if the incident electric and the magnetic fields are

time synchronized for zero relative phase, and if their

amplitudes are equalized, recording data in the differential

mode has two advantages. First, the amplitude of the reflec-

tion is approximately doubled, and second, the two signal

(incident) waveforms cancel, yielding an essentially horizontal

baseline with the reflection showing up as the predominant

feature. Henceforth, we will refer to this measurement as

the differential modeof operation [5.6]. Time synchroniza-

tion to within 0.5 ns was easily achieved by using signal

cables of equal lengths. Amplitude matching was achieved

by setting the vertical attenuator of the weaker signal channel

to a convenient calibrated level and reducing the stronger

signal to match using the (uncalibrated) variable attenuator.

The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 5.4. As can

be”observed in (5.26) , if the terminator represents a

perfect match, ~(t) as measured would vanish. Thus, the fine

tuning of the terminator parameters can be carried out,

trying to minimize z (t).

v.6 Example

The preceding subsections give an overview of the

theory and practice of terminators. Currently, the resistor

strings approximation to the admittance sheet is the most
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.. . . .
useful approach. It is appropriate here to give a practical

@

example of a terminator currently in use at AFWL. The

example chosen is f~r the ALECS facility [5.6]. The final

configuration of the terminator is shown in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2. FINAL TERMINATOR CONFIGURATION IN
ALECS FACILITY

E==E
1

2

3

4

5

6

7 =M

SHORT

c-33

C-36

c-35

c-44

c-48

C-31

2

C-41

C-19

C-07

C-05

C-n

c-45

C-41

3

SHORT

C-ol

C-03

c-lo

C-04

c;46

C-30

4

C-ol

C-15

c-06

C-09

C-14

C-18

C-40

5=N

SHORT

c-43

c-47

c-32

c-37

c-39

C-13

Note: C refers to Carborundum resistors; also note
that there are 5 strings with 7 resi$tors
in each string, some of which were replaced
by shorting aluminum inserts.

-..,

Initially, two types of resistors were used:

the Carborundum type denoted by “C (R = 70Q and

Li = 0.008 PH) and the wire-wound type deno”ted by w

(R = 800 and Li = 1.2 ~H). However, the final configuration

consisted of only the Carborundum type. The terminator has

the following pertinent parameters:

Terminator he”ight h: 2.44 m

Terminator width w: 4.57 m

Terminator angle ~: 36°

Estimated final
‘t:

a9f2

Estimated final
‘t:

Q)
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We note that the two-dimensional analysis gives

the following values:

Varvatsis and Sancer [5.4, 5.5]

Rt = 20 sin~= 2220

‘t
= 1.5PH

Latham and Lee [5.2]

‘t
= ZO sin~= 377Q

‘t
= 3.4 pH for a ~= 90° termination

St is emphasized that in the final terminator

figuration (see Table 5.2), there are no wire-wound

con-

resistors, and it is also observed that the:inductance Lt
is of the order of that of a single wire-wc}und resistor.

Thus , one has to be very careful in arranging the resistors

to obtain the low total inductance value.

V.7 Recommendations

The practical design procedures are very effective
0:

.

in bringing about a reasonably good terminator, which could

be improved through experimental procedures (the differential

mode of operation and evaluation) . This technique should bc

implemented for other terminator designs and installations.

However, experimental efforts are time consuming, particu-

larly in the ATLAS I (TRESTLE) faci-litY~ ~~hose terminator

is very high above ground level. Thus, accurate design

is essential to minimize experimental efforts in changing

individual resistors~ etc.

As mentioned earlier, wire-wound resistors have very

high internal inductances, and very careful design is necessary

to obtain the required total inductance. The design of the

ALECS terminator had initially utilized a combination of

Carborundum and wire-bound types of resistors, but in the

final configuration only the Carborundum resistors were

o
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found useful. In spite of using the low-internal inductance

carborundurn resistors, the residual reflection was found to

be inductive, indicating that a further reduction in

inductance was desirable, but not practical at the time. It

may be possible, however, to design different configurations

to achieve the same
‘t

and Lt values.

In conclusion, one might point out that other

alternate designs are possibJ.e for the resistor arrangement

and an efficient experimental scheme or procedure is avail-

able for the evaluation of termination performance.

$kJ
9
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VI

VI.1

A REVIEW OF AVAILABLE EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Introduction

The purpose of an HEMP simulator is I:oprovide an

electromagnetic environment that approximates a traveling

electromagnetic pulse composed of a spectrum of frequencies

extending from very low to moderately high. For each com-

ponent frequency the electromagnetic field is a plane wave

with mutually perpendicular electric and magnetic vectors

that satisfy the relation ~=gx~, where ~ is in the

direction of propagation. It has the magnitude c = 3 x 108

m/see. One type of structure that is designed to generate

an approximation of such a field is the guided-wave simulator

which ideally has the properties of a uniform transmission

line for the TEM mode at sufficien~~y low frequencies. That

is’ it has a characteristic impedance that is independent of

the frequency and position along the direction of propagation,

and it can be terminated to provide a pure traveling wave at

every cross section. Unfortunately, it is not obvious nor

easily proved that the electrom~gnetic field in an actual

simulator adequately approximates the desired properties at

any or all frequencies in the pulse. The geometries of the

different structures in actual use are such,that a rigorous,

quantitatively accurate an~lysis is very difficult. It follows

that recourse must be had in numerical investigations or in

direct measurements. Actually, an accurate! and complete

experimental study of the electromagnetic f~i,eldin the working

volume of a guided-wave simulator is faced with many difficul-

ties. lt is the purpose of this section tc)describe such a

study in

order to

with the

results.

the model simulator at Harvard University and, in

make them meaningful, to interpret the measurements

help of approximate, but instructive, theoretical
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VI.2 The Harvard EMP Simulator

A detailed experimental stud-yhas been made of the elec:-

tric field in the guided-wave simulator shwon schematically in

Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The simulator consists of a rectangular

metal plate between sloping triangular plates supported over a

large aluminwn ground plane (7.93 x 3.35 m) by dielectric cables

and styrofoam blocks. It is driven at one end by the vertical.

extension of the inner conductor of a coaxial line connected to

a CW power oscillator. The simulator is terminated at the other

end in standard two-watt resistors in parallel. The three-

dimensional region under the rectangular plate is where the

fields have been mapped. The length L of the simulator is

115 ,cm, and its width 2a is 175 cm. Its height b above the

‘ground plane is adjustable with the help of hinged joints between

it and the sloping triangular plates combined with movable feed

and load points. Two heights and frequencies have been used.
They are ~ = 108 cm with f = 625 MHZ “or ~ = 48 cm so thai.

(@l! b/1 = 2.25, and b = 7S cm with f = 264 MHz or i = 113.6
cm so that b/A = 0.66. The altitude of each of the identical

triangular plates is 331 cm and their projections on the

ground plane when b = 108 cm are 311.5 cm, when b = 75 cm the

projections are 322 cm. Thes& dimensions provide a char-

acteristic impedance of 100 flwhen b = 108 cm, of 80 L’
when b = 7S cm. A small corner reflector is placed behind

the driven end; absorbing material completely surrounds the

edges of the ground plane.

Cartesian coordinates are used to describe the location

of a point in and near the working volume of the simulator.

The origin is on the ground plane directly below the center of

the parallel plate. The unit vectors lx, ~ , ~z definer
Y,

respectively, the transverse, vertical, and longitudinal

directions, as indicated in Figure 6.2. Note that ~z points
in the direction of propagation. For preliminary measurements
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the spherical coordinates (r,@,6) are also used with the

origin (r= 0) On the ‘ground plane at the driving point.

When b = 108 cm, the load is at (r,@,e) = (738,900,00),

where r is in centimeters.

In order to determine the electric field in the

parallel plate region and in the adjacent ccriical sections

as well as along the surfaces of the ground plane and the

upper parallel plate, a system of movable probes was designed

and constructed for the direct measurement cf both the ampli-

tude and phase of Ez and E As explained later, a small
Y“

component E exists primarily near the open sides where
x

fringing occurs, but this could not be measured. The com-

ponent E on the ground plane was measured, with a monopole

probe, 4 ~m long, mounted on a brass disk 10 cm in diameter

and designed to slide along the ground plane when moved by

means of a pulley system. The probe cable was constrained to

,Iie flat on the ground plane and was, theref’ore,’always per-
..
pendicular to the electric field. The measurement of E on

Y
‘the underside of the upper parallel plate was accomplished

with a monopole probe that projects down into the parallel

plate region through longitudinal slots cut into the parallel

plate. The probe was mounted on a brass blclck which was

machined” to slide in the slots. The output cable from the

base of the probe was placed in a shielding tube constructed

to lie along the upper surface of the sloping triangular plate

leading to the load. The-cable in its

beyond the load parallel to the ground

to the instrumentation below, as shown

shielding tube extended

plane: and over its edge

in Figure 6.2. The

section over the ground plane constituted a transmission line

with a characteristic impedance of 100 Q. It was short-

circuited at a distance of l/4 from the lc’adby a metal plate

and so acted like an open circuit at the load.
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The electric field throughout the parallel plate region

was measured with a dipole antenna that could be oriented

vertically to measure E and horizontally to measure E
Y z“

It was continuously movable in the parallel plate region and

adjacent sections below the conical plates. The probe cable

consisted of twin coaxial lines that were held parallel to the

transverse x-axis as the probe was moved. This assured that

the coaxial lines were perpendicular to both E= and Ey, but

necessarily parallel to Ex --which could excite axial standing-

wa’ve distributions of current and charge on their surfaces.

Since the standing wave distribu~ions would have a charge maxi-

mum at the end adjacent to the terminals of the dipole, they

could induce an undesired voltage across the terminals if com-

plete geometrical symmetry did not obtain. No such difficulty

was encountered with f = 625.5 MHZ and the simple space probe

(a) shown in Figure 6.3 was used to measure E and E through-
Y

out the parallel plate region. Atf= 264 MH;, and undesired

voltage due to E was observed
x

--presumably because the long twin

cable from the probe in the working volume to the vector voltmeter

under the ground plane happened to be near a resonant length.

This difficulty was avoided by enclosing the twin cables in a

metal tube provided with an adjustable extension beyond the

dipole, as shown in the diagram for space probe in Figure 6.3b.

When the extension was adjusted to a quarter wavelength, the

dipole was located at a charge minimum, instead of a charge

maximum, in any standing wave induced on the tube by Ex. The

undesired voltage across the terminals of the evidently not

perfectly symmetrical, dipole was thus reduced to a nonobserv-

able value.

VI.3 Preliminary Measurements

Before measurements were made in the model simulator,

the standing-wave pattern on the ground plane with its sur-

rounding absorbing walls was investigated. The source was a
“d
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The next set of preliminary measurements was carried

out with the parallel rectangular and sloping triangular

plates of the simulator in place and with a load of 105fl

as the termination. This value was chosen after measurements

showed that it provided the lowest standing-wave ratio in the

region near the load. Graphs of IE I and 16YI are shown in
Y

Figure 6.6 for a distance of More than a wavelength adjacent

tothe 105 flload. The standing-wave ratio of 3.7 shows that

there is substantial reflection even witk the “matched” load at

this frequency of 626.5 MHz. There are other parameters related

to the terminator, namely, the location, orientation of resis-

tors, that one can vary. It is expected that such experimental

optimization ,of the terminator will be attempted later. In

Figure 6.7 are shown the graphs of E and G along the

ground plane corresponding to those inysolid lin~s in Figure 6.4,

but now with the simulator plates in place. There is no dramatic

difference. The main outline is still that of a traveling spher-

ical wave with a superimposed standing wave. The latter is some-

what reduced near the source, somewhat enhanced near the load. o
It may be concluded from these and other preliminary

measurements of E along the ground planer that the field
Y

incident on the parallel-plate region is essentially a travel-

ing spherical wave with a superimposed standing wave of

relatively small amplitude.

VI*4 Introductory Description of the Field in the Parallel

Plate Region

In order to provide a meaningful set of measurements of

the electromagnetic field in the parallel-plate region and

adjacent sections of the tapered ends, itlis necessary to review

briefly the elementary theoretical foundations. Consider first

the field at frequencies that are sufficiently low to make the

height b a negligible fraction of a wavelength, i.e.,

kb = 2~b/A << 1. In this important range, the entire
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6 structure has the properties of an end-loaded transmission

line operating in the TEM mode with negligible radiation,

low line losses, a constant characteristic impedance, and

a standing-wave ratio determined by the terminating load

impedance. The TEM electric field in the working volume is

vertically directed and approximately independent of the

transverse coordinates x and y at points not too close

to the side edges of the plates where fringing effects occur.
+

That is, ~(x,y,z)~ lZEY(Z). Ey(z) is proportional to

v(z) , the transmission-line voltage across the conductors.

The planes z = constant are ideally surfaces of constant

amplitude IE I and phase 6 The incident wave travels in
Y Y“

the positive z-direction, the reflected wave in the negative

z-direction’. With a proper termination
‘L

= Zc, the

reflected wave from the load can be reduced to a negligible

value. However, reflections do take place at the discontinui-

ties at the junctions of the parallel plate and the sloping

03 triangular end plates.

When the frequency is so high that kb is not small,

in particular, when kb = 2~b/~ = 4.5~ or b = 2025~ as for

the Harvard simulator -at the operating wavelength A=48cm

and the height b = 108 cm, the electric field in the parallel

plate region is much more complicated. This is true to a lesser

degree when kb = l.szfi ox b = 0066~ as for the Harvard

simulator when A = 113,6 cm and b = 75 cm. Owing to the wide

spacing, most of the energy supplied by the generator is now

radiated into- the surrounding space, and only a small fractic}n

is dissipated in the load. The structure is essentially an

antenna and not a transmission line. This has been confirmed

by SOOHOO [6.1] in a numerical analysis of a comparable simu--

Iator. He concludes that in the high-frequency region the

radiated power approaches 80% of that supplied by the generator.

In order to understand the characteristics of the

measured field and to relate them to the simple TEM field that
d
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dominates at low frequencies, it is advantageous to have an

at least approximate theoretical representation of the field

in the working volume. Owing to its finite size and connec-

tion to the sloping triangular driving and loading members, the

working volume is not simply a section of an ideal parallel-

plate waveguide of infinite length. No general analytical

treatment of the complete simulator has been made. Analyses

are available of infinitely long, parallel-plate waveguides

with plates that have a finite width that is arbitrary,

Dudley and Quintenz [6.2], Rushdi, et al. [6.3], or that is

very narrow Marin [6.4], very wide Marin (6.5], Marin and

Lewis [6.6], or infinitely wide Marcuvitz [6.7]. None of

these provides any information on the fields in and the

transmission-line properties of the long sloping triangular

sections or of the junction region between them and the

parallel-plate region. Unfortunately, they also provide

- primarily qualitative information about the fields in the

parallel-plate section since this is only 1,15cm long, but

175 cm wide and (with image) 216 cm (or 15C1cm) high. ThuS,

the condition of infinite length (or at least great length

compared with the transverse dimensions) implicit in all of

the analyses of parallel-plate waveguides is not satisfied.

Indeed, the parallel-plate section is relatively so short that

end effects can be expected to be significant over much of its

length. Even so, the theoretical representation of the field

in an ideal parallel-plate waveguide in te]:msof propagating

TEM, TM, and TE modes should provide the best available frame-

work for interpreting the measured field in the working volume

of the model simulator.

VI*5 The Field in the Parallel-Plate Section; TEM and TM Modes

Since the field incident on the parallel-plate section

of the simulator is a spherical wave, it is of interest to
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#
determine the nature of the phase fronts which characterize

the electromagnetic field-in that section. Measured graphs

of the wave fronts or contours of constant phase,
‘Y =

constant, of the vertical component E of the electric field

in the parallel-plate region ‘when b =Y108 cm and f = 626.5

MHZ are shown in Figures 6.8a and 6.8b in vertical yz planes

at discrete values of x ranging from x = 1.7 cm near the

center at x = O to x = -70.3 cm near the edge at

x= -87.5- cm. Also shown are the wave fronts of a spherical

wave originating at the driving point ( x = O, z = -369 cm,

Y= o). Clearly the phase fronts throughout the parallel-plate

region are essentially spherical with a superimposed oscillation

due to reflections from the top plate.

It is not convenient to describe the field in a parall,el-

platc waveguidc in terms of spherical wave fronts originating at

an outside point. The natural representation is in terms of a

superposition

03 .. simplest form

planes [6.7].

simulator are

of plane waves known as parallel-plate modes. The

is given by the mode theory of infinite parallel

Applicable to the parallel-plate section of the

the TM modes symmetric in y supplemented if

desired with the more complicated theory for plates of finite

width [6.2 to 6.6]. The significance of TE modes is considered

in a later section. Using the relevant TM modes* given in

reference [6.7] one can write the field quantities for the

various modes.

For the Harvard working volume and with the operating

frequency at

three
‘“ON

TEM mode, k

k = 0.977k
gl

k = 0.748k
g3

f = 626.5 MHz, the TEM mode with n = O and

modes with n = 1,2, 3, can propagate. For the

k -1= = 0.1309 cm ;go
modes,

-1 ‘or ‘he ‘“On
= 0.128 cm , k = 0.893k = 0.117 cm-~,

g2 and

= 0.098 cm-lo The corresponding guide wavelengths

-d

* When referred to the full height with image, b is replaced
by 2b, and n = 0,2,4,6, ..,, instead of 0,1,2,3, ... .
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)$ Aao =are = 48 cm for the TEM mode and Aql = 49.1 cm,

A = 53.7 ~m, and h = 64.2 cm for the TMo~ modes.
g2 g3 The

fields for the four modes are:

TEM: Zz = O, 1? = 0.096V0 (Z), 11 = 0.09610(z)
Y

(6.1)
x

‘“el: ‘z = -ill. 411(z)sin(.029y) , E = -0.136Vl (z)cos(.029y)
Y

Hx = 0.13611 (Z]COS(.029Y) (6.2)

‘“02: ‘z = -i22.812(z) sin(.058y) , E = -0.136V2(z) cos(.058y)
Y

H = 0.13612 (z)cos(.058y) (6.3)
x

‘“m: ‘z
= -i34.213(z) sin(.087y), Ey = -0 .136V3(z) cos(.087y)

Hx = CL13613(Z) COS(.087y) (6.4)

The relative amplitudes of the incident and reflected waves for

ea”ch of these modes are not readily determined analytically.

Ho-wever, they can be estimated at any cross section of the

parallel plate region by comparison with the measured field.

The electric field lines characteristic of the TEM and

first three TMOn modes are shown in the yz-plane in Figure

6.9. At the upper left are the exclusively vertical field

lines of the TEM mode. They have alternate upward and down-

ward maxima at intervals of A/2 = 24 cm. Note that there

is no associated component Ez. At the upper right are the

electric field lines for the TMOl mode. These resemble the

TEM mode near the top conductor, but are oppositely directed

near the ground plane since they are parts of closed loops with

an Ez component in the region halfway between the conducting

surfaces. The alternating upward and downward maxima now

occur at intervals of Agl/2 = 24.6 cm. On the lower left are

the E-lines for the TM02 mode, on the lower right those of the

‘“03
mode. These have additional closed loops in the vertical
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direction with associated Ez-components and a wider spacing

between successive maxima in ‘the horizontal direction. Thus ,

for the TM02 mode, the maxima occur at intervals of

~g2/2 ‘=26.8 cm, for the TM03 mode at intervals of

kg3/2 = 32.1 cm. Axial distributions of the four mod~ s are

shown in Figure 6.10 with an assumed standing-wave ratio of

1.36 for each: ‘Note that fo~ the TEM mode at the bottom,

there are four half-wavelengths in the range -48 cm $.z S 48

cm, whereas for the TM03 mode at the top, there are only

three half-wavelengths in thersame range.

When b = 75 cm and f = 264 MHz’ or 1 = 113.6 cm, the

only propagating” TM modes are the TEM mode and the Tt401mode.

For the latter, “the cut-off wavelength is Acl = 2b = 1S0 cm

and the guide wavelength is J = 174 cm.
gl

.
VI..6 The Measured Field in the Working Volume:.

b = 2;25A = 108 cm;’” f = 626.5 MHz

The principal components, E and Ezr of the electric

fiqld ih the working vol~e were me~sured as functions of the

longitudinal variable z with the transverse variables x and

Y as the parameters. Con’sider first the field with f = 626.5

MHz when b = 108cm = j.25~ and 1 = 48 cm. (The fie,ldwith

b=’ 75 cm = 0.66A with A’= 113.6 cm’is studied in the next

subsection.)

In Figure 6.11 are shown measured “distributions of

IE I and ~E ~ in theyz-plane at x= 1.7 cm, i.e., very’
Y z

near the central plane x =
,.

0 of the parallel-plate ‘region.

The parameter y/b ranges from O at the bclttom to y/b =’1

at the top. The field along the ground,plane y/b = O was

measured with the monopole probe mounted On the movable metal

disk; the field along the Underside o“fthe top plate was .

measured with the monopole probe that moves in the longitudinal

slots. The field at all other values of y/b was measured

with the movable dipole space probe that is supported by a
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long tube’parallel’ to the x-axis that moves laterally and

vertically. The component E was measured with the dipole

in”the vertical position, thoycomponcnt Ez with the dipole

in the horizontal position. On<ly“the magnitudes IEYI and

IEZI are.shown in Figure 6.11. Actually, both magnit~de

a’nd’phase were measured. Furthermore, for each height y/b. .
shown’ in Figure 6.11 except y/b = O, “the fields were

measured at seven values of x covering one-half of the

parallel plate region.

Extensive field measurements were made at y/b = 0.08,

0.4,5, and ().91 as measured with the space probe and at

y/b = 1 as measured by the monopole probe protruding from the

top plate and have been reported in Wu, et al. [6.8] and

Krook,, et al. [6.9]. Of particular interest are the four

graphs of IEYI shown in Figure 6.12. They reveal the

striking change in the standing-wave pattern in the plane

x = 1:7 cm from near the top (y/b = 0.91) to the near bottom’

(y/b = 0.079). Clearly thereare three standing-wave maxima

at”&e top,’ four at,the bottom. Actually, the standing-wave

pattern for “IEYI at y\b = 0.08 near the ground plane and

shown a’tthe bottom in Figure 6.12 is a good approximation

of the TEM field shown at the bottom of Figure 6.10. The

successive maxima are quite uniformly spaced at “A/2 ~ 24 cm

and E = O. On the other hand, the standing-wave pattern

of lEy~ at y/b = 0.91 near the top plate is quite dif-

ferent in that there are more nearly three instead of four

standing half-wavelengths in the distance -48 cm 5 z S 48 cm.

This is sho~ at the top in Figure 6.12. Thus, the measured

graph at the top in Figure, 6.12 resembles the graph at the

top in Figure 6.10 for the standing-wave distribution of the

n 53 mode in the parallel-plate region. It is also evident

from Figure 6.11 that- Ez is.significant. It has a standing-

wave distribution with a wavelength near A and is displaced

IEYI by nearly ~q3/4.
g3

from that of
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In order to interpret the extensive data contained in

the measured field in the working volume, the graphs shown in

Figure 6.13 were constructed from the measured data. They

show the measured IE I as a function of the vertical coordi.-
Y

nate y at seven different transverse positions x across

the central plane (z = O) of approximately one-half of the

parallel plate region. The distributions are seen to be

quite comparable in magnitude and shape, thus indicating a

field that is reasonably independent of the transverse

coordinate x, as is implicit for the ideal TEM and TMon

components. The fact that E
Y

is approximately independent

of x also indicates that the contribution to IEYI by possible

‘EOL
modes is small. This is considered in a later subsection,.

At each cross section (z = ,constant), Ey can be

approximated by a superposition of the TEM and the three”

propagating TMOn modes. The relative amplitudes of these

modes cannot be determined theoretically, but can be obtained

(~~ from the measured distribution of E . This superposition,.-

modes has been demonstrated in Figur~s 6.14a and 6.14b.

It is evident from these figures that the assumed

approximate representation of the field as a superposition

of

of

the ideal parallel-plate TEM and TMon modes is a good one

throughout the working volume of the model simulator. It is

also evident that the total E differs greatly from the
Y

part contributed by the TEM mode alone, which is constant in

Y* Such a representation has also shown that the amplitudes

of the TEM ~nd TMOl modes are almost the ~ame. Their standing-

wave distributions and phases are such that IEw] ‘is sub-
J

stantially greater near the top plate,, y = b, than near the

ground plane, y = O.

●‘d
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VI*7 The Measured Field in the Working Volume:

-n
b = O.<.A = 75 cm; f = 264 MHz

—, The components
‘Y

and. E in the working volume and
z

adjacent regions were also measured with f = 264 MHz when

b= 75 cm = 0.66J and A = 113.6 cm. To simplify the pre-

sent-ation of the data, these components of the field were

measured as functions of y/b with z = O and x as

parameter, The measured graphs of IEYI, IEZI, 8Y and 02

are shown in Figure 6.15 for eight values of x,

As with the higher frequency and greater height b

of the working volume, the approximate representation of

E and Ez by TEM and TMon
Y

modes was found to be quite

satisfactory. The difference is that at f = 626.5 MHz,

it took 3 TM modes, whereas at f = 264 MHz it took only

‘he‘Mel
mode in addition to the TEM mode for adequate

representation of measured fields.

VI.8 The Transverse Variation of the Electric Field;
.

.
@3 TE Modes

The approximate representation of the electric field

in the parallel-plate region of the simulator in terms of the

TEM and TMon modes tacitly assumes that all of the components

of the electromagnetic field are independent of the trans-

verse variable x since all wave fronts are assumed to be

planes perpendicular to the longitudinal z-axis. This was

taken to be a good approximation because the electric field

shown in Figure 6.13 changes relatively little as x is variled

in steps from near the center of the parallel plate region to

near the edge at x = ta = 87.5 cm. By examining the varia-

tion of the field with the x-coordinate in great detail, we

have basically concluded that the contribution of TEOL modes,

if any, is negligible at both frequencies (626.5 MHZ and

264 MHz) compared to the combined contribution of TEM and
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.#f) ‘“On
modes. This conclusion was reached starting with the

nature of the wavefronts or the surfaces of constant phase

in the parallel plate region and recognizing this to be a

traveling spherical wave with superimposed oscillations due

to standing waves. The incident spherical wave can excite

antisymmetric

antisymmetric

of TEO1 modes

examining the

superposition

components of Hz and can potentially excite

TEOL modes. The amplitudes and wave members

are known [6.3] for certain dimensions. From

data, it is reasonable to suppose that a

of TEOL modes will account for the difference

Ey(x,y,z) - Ey(O,ytZ) where Ey(O,y,z) is the field

represented by TEM and TMon modes, and to assume that the TE
11

mode contributes negligibly. For the present purpose of this

section,

terms of

of a sum

that the

the representation of the electromagnetic field in

TEM and TMon modes is adequate without the addition

‘f ‘Eel
modes, because it is experimentally verified

departure of E,,(x,y,z) from E,,(O,y,z) is quite

03 small--on the order of 8~--in the centrallpart of the
.’

simulator

VI.9 The Actual Electromagnetic Field in the Simulator as an

Approximation of a Plane Wave

The electromagnetic field which is to be approximated

in some volume of the simulator is a plane wave traveling in

the positive z~direction with the components Ey(z,t) =

E (0)ei(kz-~t) , Hx(z,t) = Ey(z,t)/Co where LO = (1;./80)1/2
Y.

= 1201T ohms. The field is independent-of the transverse

coordinates y and x, and is distributed as shown in the

upper left of Figure 6.9 at the inst-ant t = 0: As” time

passes, the entire pattern moves in the positive z-direction

with the speed c = 3 X 108 m/see.
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The actual field in the parallel-plate s(ntion of the

simulator is a spherical wave originating at the driving-point

on the ground plane and modified by superimposed reflections

from the top plate. The field can be approximated by a sum

of<appropriate parallel-plate modes, but this is merely a

change in the representatio.~ and not in the na~ure of the

field. Moreover, all of the modes are generated by the

incident field and not by reflection at load end.

As the cylindrical wave travels in

region, it experiences reflections at the

at the end z = k/2. The former maintain

the parallel-plate

edges x = fa and

the transverse

standing waves, the latter the longitudinal standing waves

like the one shown in Figure 6.11. They can be decomposed

into separate standing waves of the TEM and TMOn modes for

the E and Ez components.
Y

Measurements were also made

of the standing-wave pattern of the magnetic field over a

wide range of frequencies centering on f ;=264 MHz with

b= 75 cm. Selected graphs at f = 250, 264, and 270 MHz

are shown in Figure 6.16. It is seen that as the frequency

is varied, the entire standing-wave pattern moves. Simul-

taneously, the standing-wave ratio fluctuates. Note in

Figure 6.16 how the depth of the minimum varies as its loca-

tion moves. If the loop probe is fixed at z = 0.074t = 8.5

cm, which locates the minimum for f = 264 MHz shown in the

middle figure in Figure 6.16, and the frequency is then varied,

the graph shown in Figure 6.17 is obtained. This shows a

succession of minima that occur at z = 0.074L at different

frequencies, but with that at f = 264 MHz the deepest and

sharpest. The maxima and minima in Figure 6.17 are a conse-

quence of the standing waves generated in the working volume

by reflections of the field at the ends z = tE/2 and the

adjacent tapered sections. The standing-wave ratio varies

somewhat with frequency so that the minimum amplitude at any

fixed point increases and decreases with frequency. The
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[f)
deepest minimum at z = 8.5 cm occurs at f = 264 MHz. At

another location of the probe, the frequency for and the

depth of &he minimum will be different.

.The differences between the actual electromagnetic

field in the working volume of the model simulator and a

traveling plane wave are significant when b = 108 cm = 2.25A

with f = 626.5 MHz and considerably larger when b = 75 cm ,=

0.66A with f = 264 MHz. In the first place, the component

E
Y

of the electric field is not uniform in either the

transverse or vertical directions; second, there is a small CGnl-

ponent Ez; and, third, there is a significant standing wave.

It follows that the electrical environment of a metallic

obstacle placed in the working volume is necessarily quite

different from what it would be if it were exposed to an

incident plane wave. Therefore, it must be expected that

currents and charges induced on the surface of an obstacle may

also be quite different. A detailed comparison of the distribu-

tions of induced currents and charges on obstacles when in the

simulator and when exposed to a plane wave will be investigated

in detail and reported at a later date. For purposes of com-

parison, theoretically determined distributions of Burton,

et al. [6.10] are available. Although some sample set of

measurements has been made of the very sensitive charge density

distribution on the surface of a tubular cylinder located at

the center of the parallel plate region, it is considered use-

ful to postpone such comparisons until more extensive experi-

mental data become available.

VI.1O Possible Methods to Improve the Field in the Simulator

as an Approximation of a Traveling Plane Wave

The lateral and vertical nonuniformity of the field in

the simulator on the one had and the existence of standing

waves”on the other hand constitute the principal departures
—

– k)
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from the desired traveling plane wave. Of these the first

is a consequence of the spherical wave fronts that are

incident on the parallel-plate section, the second is due

to reflections at and beyond the junction of the parallel-

plate region and the tapered section leading to the termina-

ting impedance.

It might- bc supposed that the nonuniformity in the

transverse distribution of the electric field is a problem

only at high frequencies when modes other than the TEM can

propagate in the parallel-plate section. The cut-off wave-

length for the TMO1 mode is ~cl = 2b so that at all wave-

lengths longer than 2b only the TEM mode can propagate.

However, with the length R(= 216 cm or 150 cm) and, there-

fore, less than k when this is greater than 2b, even non-

propagating modes may have significant amplitudes in the

electrically rather short parallel-platie section. One way

to reduce the transverse variation in E
Y

in the parallel–

plate section is to provide an incident field that more

nearly approximates a plane wave than does the ~ctual spherical e

wave. With the geometry of the input structure predetermined,

this is not readily accomplished. It involves a modification

of the phase velocity of the spherical wave in the tapered

section from the gcncratc)r by some-kind of a collimating lens

or its equivalent in the form of metal plates or corrugations

on the ground plati(~so that Lhr ::~)hcricalwave front becomes

more nearly planar ag it reaches the parallel-plate section.

The existence of ~f~nding waves in the parallel-plate

section is a consequence of the fact that the entire structure

has the characteristics of a terminated transmission line only

at low frequencies for which the condition 2nb/~<< 1 is

satisfied. This condition underlies the theory of all open

transmission lines, and requires that radiation be negligible

in determining the characteristics of the line. When this

condition is satisfied, it is possible to design the traris-
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mission line so that virtually all of the power supplied by

the generator is transmitted along the line to a matched load

at the end.’ As the height b .is increased, radiation becomes

significant and, for sufficiently large values of b, dominant,

The structure then’acts like a traveling-wave antenna. Since

the standing-wave ratio in the parallel-plate section is reason-

ably constant (see Figure 6.11) , it is evident that the eff-ective

load on the open parallel-plate waveguide” is at or beyond its-,,.

junction with the sloping triangular plate at the load end.

That is, most of the radiation takes place during reflection

at or beyond the discontinuity ’formed by this sharp junction.

(It is to be expected that radiation also takes place at the

junction of the sloping triangular plate with the parallel

plate at the generator end, but this does not affect the

standing-wave ratio in the parallel-plate region.)

It was seen that the amplitudes of the TEM and TMO1

modes are about equal and those of the TM02 and TM03 modes

negligible when b = 2.25AJ= 108 cm with f = 626.5 MHz*

In this case, the standing-wave ratio as obtained from

Figure 6.11 is less than 2. on the other hand, the amplitude

of the TEM mode exceeds that of the TMOl mode when b = 0.66A

= 75 cm with f = 264 MHz and in this case the standing-wave

ratio is about 3. It, thus, appears that the standing-wave

ratio in the parallel-plate region can be reduced signifi-

cantly only by reducing the reflection at y ? b/2 of the

entire component E on the electric field between the
Y

parallel plates. The selective reduction of the TMOn modes

by attenuating Ez, even if 100% successful, would not

significantly reduce the standing-wave ratio when it is greatest,

if the TEM wave .is not properly terminated. There is no com-

parable way to attenuate separately the TEO1 modes since they

have only an Ex component of the electric field. What is

required to reduce the standing-wave r~tio is more frequcncy-

dependent termination for the parallel-plate section of the
—.,

“d
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VII SIMULATOR/OBJECl’ INTERACTION

VII.1 .Introduction

In designing new bounded wave EMp simulators, or in

assessing the measured data obtained from existing simulato:cs,

it is important to determine to what extent the presence of

the simulator structure affects the response of the test

object, The usual objective of a simulation test is to

evaluate the response of a system, say an aircraft, in the

in-flight or ground-alert modes with no simulator facility

present. This is usually not possible due to the need for

providing high electromagnetic energy densities in the vicinity

of the test object. This requirement generally leads to

locating the simulator structure close to the system being

tested thereby increasing the degree of simulator/object

interaction. For the in-flight mode of testing, in addition

to the conductors, dielectrics, wires, etc. , that make Up the

simulator, the nearby ground should also be electromagnetically

invisible during the time when the test object is responding.

In this sense, the ground effects can also be categorized

under simulator/object interaction.

Although bounded wave simulators are constructed with

conducting parallel plates (approximated by wire meshes in

practice) having a finite width, the analysis of the behavic)r

of objects within the simulator is usually simplified by

considering an infinite parallel-plate region containing the

object. Thus the simulator~object interaction problem is

reduced to that s~own in Figure 7.1, where a doubly infinite

set of images may be introduced to account for the presence

of the parallel plates. The answer to the question of how

the response (probably both in time and frequency domains) c)f

the aircraft in Figure 7.1 differs from that of the aircraft,

in free space then serves to quantify the degree of simulatclr/

object interaction.
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A number of studies have been performed in an attempt

to describe simulator/object interaction. Since it is

difficult to compute the response of an actual aircraft in

free space (not to mention the case of an aircraft in the

parallel-plate region), investigators have been forced to

conaidor relatively simple objects! such as cylinders and

spheres~ for their studies. Numerous data are available

for these special cases, but nevertheless, there appear to

be a few formalized conclusions that may be drawn from the

past work. This is due principally to the fact that there

is no single quantity which adequately describes all aspects

of object/simulator interaction.

VII.Z 1 SEM Representation

Past studies have dealt with currents at various points

on the object and charge densities (or charge enhancement

factors] in both the time and frequency domains, as a function

of the many geometrical parameters describing the problem.

These studies are documented in references [7.1 to 7.9].

In an attempt to o“btain a relatively” simple set of quantities

to describe the interaction, the concepts of the singularity

expansion method (SEM) have been applied in reference [7.10)

and, more recently, in’refere”nce [7.11]. In the SEM reprey

sentation, the total current at a point ~ on a thin cylinder

within the parallel-plate region can be expressed as
*

.

Z[

Ra(E) 1Fu(g)-
I(~;s) =

~“+— + IR(L,S) (7.1)
(s-q

a

where s represents the complex frequency, s are the
a

complex natural resonances of the wire, Ra(&)- is the residue

or pole strength at the a
th

resonance, and iR(&/s) is a

remainder term which arises from both the incident waveform

singularities and the branch cut integrals which arise in

the parallel plate region [7.11]. The bar over a quantity
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as in ~a) denotes the complex conjugate of the quantity.

The second term in the summation with complex conjugate

quantities is required so that the time domain response

I(~;t) will be a real function of time.

In studies to date, attention is focused on the natural

resonances, s
a’

and how they vary with changes in the

simulator/object geometry. Early studies involved removing

one plate of the simulator and examining the trajectories

of the resonances in the complex frequency plane. Figure 7.2,

taken from reference [7+12], shows the trajectories of the

first two resonances of a thin cylinder of length L and

radius a , which is parallel to the bottom plate, as a

function of height, d , of the cylinder. As is noted,

substantial variations of the damping constants are obtained

for the first natural frequency. For this particular example,

the length to radius ratio was L/a = 200 .

Similar data for the first resonance have been presented

in reference [7.9] for the same thin wire ~t various inclination

angles, 6 . Note that ~ = 0° implies that the wire is *

parallel to the ground plane, and @ = 90° is for the wire

perpendicular to the ground. Figure 7.3 shows the percent

change of the first resonant frequency relative to the free

space value, as a function of the height of the wire (measured

from the wire midpoi’nt) above the ground. Figure 7.4 shows

the corresponding variation of the damping constant. Although

these data are in a slightly different form than the trajectories

of Figure 7.2, they contain essentially the same kind of infor-

mation regarding the simulator/object interaction.

The removal of the top plate of the simulator causes

a significant simplification in the numerical treatment of

simulator/object interaction studies. It removes, however,

an important feature of the problem: that of branch points

within the complex frequency solution for the body response.

o
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[f)
In reference [7.5]1 a studY of the thin-wire object within

the parallel-plate region was reported. Although other

authors had considered similar problems [7.2 and 7.3], this

report [7.5] was the first to consider the cylindrical

object to be of an arbitrary angle within the simulator.

F’igure 7.5 shows the input conductance of a center-fed

cylindrical antenna as a function of plate separation, d ,

and for various qngles of inclination, 8 . The discon-

thuit~es h these curves at certain plate separations are

due to the presence of the branch points in the s-plane.

For the thin wire perpendicular to the plates, (8 = 900),

note that these discontinuities vanish, suggesting that the

branch point contributionsb ecome small or, perhaps, vanish.

Similar di.scontinuities have been noted for scattering problems

within parallel plates.------. .. .

In an attempt to understand the behavior of thin—
cylinder ob’j-ectswithin a parallel-plate simulator from

an ,SEM view, reference [7.11] presents a study of the

locations of the natural resonances for wires of varying

aspect ratio (a/L) and for three different heights above

the bottom plane. In obtaining these results, an integro-

differential equation is derived, but it is only solved

approximately so that it ‘is difficult to assess the accuracy

of the solution. Moreover, it does not give insight into

the degree of importance of the branch point contribution

to the solution. It does provide, however, a first step

at applying SEM concepts to this interaction problem.

The~kesults reported in [7.11] are btiefly summarized in

the following Tables numbered 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. In these

tables, the pole locations in the complex s-plane for the

three cases of L/d = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 are presented. It

is noted that the cylinder is located symmetrically in the

parallel plate region with its axis normal to the plates.

.—

J–h-
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TABLE4.1

POLE SINGULARITYPARMETERS FOR L/d = 0,2

In

1

2

3

4

5

a
T

0.003

0,01

0.03

0.1

0.003

0.01

0.03

0,1

0.003

0.01

0.03

.1

0.003

0.01

0.03

0.1

0.003

0.01

0.03

0,1

0.003

0,01

0.03

0.1

s$L

-iiz-

-0.085

-0,114

-0.162

-0.290

-0.117

-0.160

-0.238

-0.460

-0,138

-0.192

-0,293

-0.578
.

-0.154

-0.217

-0.337

-0.647

-0.167

-0.238

-0.374

~0,674

-0.17!7

-0.257

-0.406

-0.671

+
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Trc

0.93s

0.927

0.917

0.918

1.91

1.91

1,91

1.98

2.90

2.90

2.91

3.09

3.89

3.89

3.92

4.22

4.88

4.89

4.94

5*33

3
5.88

5.89

5.95

6,42



TABLE 4,2

POLE SINGULARITYPARMETERS FOR L/d = 0,5003

m

1

2

3

4

5

6

.J

;

0.003

0.01

0.03

0.1

0.003

0.01

0.03

0.1

0.003

0.01

0,03

0.1

0.003

0.01

0.03

0.1

0,003

0.01

0,03

0.1

0.003 ,
I

0.01 I

0,03

0.1

S#

iE-

-0.052

-0.064

-0.081

-O*1O9

-0.126

-0.174

-0.266

-0.s57

-0.094

-0.119

-0,155

-0,186

-0;165

.-0.236

-0.379

-0.848

-0.117

-0.152

-0,199

-0.176

-0.191

-0.280

-0.458

-0,976

.—

s; L

%-

0.952

0.950

0.950

0,963

.—

1.94

1.93

1.91

1.99
.—

2.90

Z.g}l

2,93

3.03

.—

3.93

3-92

3*f)3

4.;~7

——

4.38

4,90

4.9s

5.10
.—

5.92

5.92

5.97

6,61
.—
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TABLE 4.3

POLE SINGULARITYPARMET~RS FOR L/d = 0,8003

m

1

2

3

4

5

6

:

0,0003

0.01

0.03

0.1

0,003

0,01

0.03

0.1

0,003

0,01

0.03

0.l

0.003

0,01

0.,03

0,1

0.003

0.01

0.03

0.1

0.003

0,01

0.03

0,1

~lL

m

7TC

-0.114

-0.154

-0.226

-0.431

-0.128

-0.177

-0.266

-0.504

-0.110

-0.151

-0.220

-0,327

.-0,061

-0,075

-0.090

-0.06S

-0.129

-0.180

-0.270

“-0.447

-0.182

-0.265

-0.43s

-1.25

sIIL
m

Trc

0,956

0.947

0.936

0.952

1.97

1.97

1.99

2*1S

2.97

2.98”

3.01

3,21

3.95

3.96

3.98

4.04

4.88

‘4.87

4.88

S.02

5.86

S.85

5,86

6.22
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Comparisons of the pole trajectories of cylinders in the

parallel plate region with those of isolated cylinders,

as well as comparisons of time doman responses, should

be pursued in future efforts.

VII.3 Fields Near the Test Object

Another approach in understanding how an object inter-

acts with the simulator is to investigate the behavior of the

electric fields in the vicinity of the test object. These

fields generally have four components, 1) fields produced by

currents flowing on the test object, 2) fields produced by

currents flowing on the parallel plates (i.e., the image

currents) , 3) the incident field, and 4) reflections of the

incident field within the parallel-plate region. The

fourth field component is often neglected, since pure TEM

excitation is assumed. Concentrating on the first two field

components, it is noted that their behavior depends not

only on the overall body geometry~ but also on the simulator

geometry. For the thin wire of length L , analyzed in

reference [7.5], an integral relation for the scattered

electric field at a point ~ is given by

(7.2)

where E‘nc(~) is the incident TEM field, 1(~’] is the

induced wire current,
‘fs

is a free-space kernel and K
PP

is the additional contribution to the kernel which takes into

account the presence of the parallel plates. This relation

may be used to derive an integral equation for the wire

current. A study of the variation of the X term relative
PP

‘o ‘fs
will thus permit some insight into the interaction

problem.
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In order to assess the relative importance of these

terms, it is possible to study t,hemagnitude of the ratio

‘pp’Kfs
as a function of the height of’the scatterer above

the bottom plate with all other variables taken to be constant.

This is equivalent to investigating the primary and image

components of the electric field which are parallel to the

wire at a position ‘~ , due to an infinitesimal current

element at a position ~’ . To minimize the complexity of

this problem, we consider both E and g’ to be located

at the midpoint of the wire, i.e. , at L/2 , and the wire

to be inclined with an angle o = 90° , which provides for

maximum interaction with the ground plane. Figure 7.6 shows

the geometry of this case. From [7.5], the free-space kernel

has the value

( 2
KfJL\2,L\2;u) = ~ + k2

at

e-jk[(E-<’)2+a2]~
4~[(g-g’)2+-i321+

~=(’=L/2

(7.3)

where a i.s the radius of the wire and k = u/c . The

portion of the kernel due to the parallel plates is given by

(
w

)L-
_3k+)

Kpp(L/2,L/2;u) = -+$+ k2 cos(2@)
e

(1)=_m 47rRn
n

+($+k2) :

n=-m
n#O

.-j~~~2)

e

47r R(2)
n

~=~’=L/2

where

(7.4)
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~(l)
n = [((L-E-G’) sine - 2(h+nd))2 + (&-:’)cose]%

(7.5)

#)
= [((~-:’)sinO - 2nd)2

+ ~(c-E,1cose)21J5
n

(7.6)

and d is the plate separation and h is the height of the

source point above the bottom plate.

A careful examination of the self-kernel in equation

(7.3) shows that there is a (ka)3 dependence which tends

to mask the effects of the parallel plates. Thus , it is
3

advisable to plot the quantity . (K /K )/(ka) .
pp fs

Figure 7.7 shows this quantity as a function of kd for

various values of source height. The effects of the

resonances introduced by the parallel-plate geometry are

clearly illustrated at kd = r, 2Tr,“ etc.

Unfortunately, this measure of object/simulator inter-

@l action depdnds on a parameter of the object, namely a ,

the radius of the wire. It would be possible to plot ,only

the term IK I which is independent of a , but its value
PP

relative to lKfJ is what is important in equation (7.2)

in determining the effects of the interaction. Thus, in

performing a study of this sort, it is important to have a

knowledge of the size o’fthe object, as well as the dimensic)ns

of the parallel-plate region.

In summarizing the past work in this area, it is found

that there is no one scalar parameter which can be used to

describe simulator/object interaction. Given existing

analytical and numerical methods, it is possible to analyze

a few specific obstacles within “aparallel-plate region, but:

it is difficult to then cast these numerical results into

design curves which would be useful to engineers. The SEM
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concepts, which have been used to explore the shift of the
[~?

natural resonances of an obstacle, should be extended

to investigate the effects of the branch points, which give

rise to the discontinuities shown in Figure 7.7. Also, it

is suggested that studies in the variations of the residues

of the natural resonances be made to further understand the

interaction problem.

more realistic bodies

wire aircraft model.

Finally, it would be useful to consider

within the simulator, say, a crossed-

—Q.J
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VIII SIMULATOR AS A WHOLE

Because of the complexities in analyzing or

‘“l

evaluating the performance of the simulator as a whole,

emphasis in the past has been rightfully p“laced on the

individual components ’of the simulator. Hovever, it is

imperative that the und&standing of various components of

the simulator be hybridized wherever necessary, so that one

can arrive at some meaningful conclusions, with regard to

the simulator performance as a whole. A good example of the

need for such confluence of understanding of individual

simulator components lies in the junction of the conical and

cylindrical (two-parallel plate) transmission lines. We

have a detailed knowledge of the spherical TEM wave character-

istics in the conical plate region [Section 111] and the TE,

TM and TEM wave characteristics in the parallel-plate region

[Section IV]. But, at the junction of these two transmission

lines, the fields can be quite complex due to reflections

caused by field mismatches even though the impedance of the

principal TEM modes in the two regions may be matched within

a few percent.

Based on the considerations similar ‘to the above

example, it may be argued that while viewing the simulator as

a whole we are confronted with the problem of assuring smooth

electromagnetic transitions between various components, and,

also between the various stages within a component (e.g.,

monotone switch and Marx column in the pul.ser).

Many examples of problem areas in this regard were

identified by Baum, Giri and Chen [8.1] who updated a similar

list in an earlier memo by Baum [8.2]. In what follows, we
.
shall list and briefly discuss these problems, while pointing

out some of their salient features.
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VSII.1 Problems List

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Characterization of the pulser and improvements

in its matching with the simulator,

Evaluation of the TEM mode coupling coefficient

for conical-cylindrical transition in frequency ,

and time domains,
——.—-=-———.-.— ——

Analysis of TEM and higher order modes in non-

flat plate geometries, e.g., circular arcs,

Accurate calculation cf the earth effects on

exi.st.ingsimulators,

GTD analysis of the simulator as a whole,

Determination of the properties of wire grid which

make up the simulator plates for various unit

cell geometries,

Higher order mode calculations in the conical

plate region,

Appropriate modifications of the wave launcher

and receptor for analysis purposes, consistent

with problem (3) above,

Analysis and evaluation of both sloped and

perpendicular distributed terminators for the

case of finitely wide plates,

Determination of the properties (attenuation, phase

shift, etc.) of the periodic array of dielectric

rods, metal bolts and rings in the trestle,

Determination of simulator distant fields at low

and high frequencies.
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VIXI.2 Brief Discussion of Salient Features of Listed
Problems

1. Matching of pulser to the simulator

It is fair to state that the pulse power has not

yet received sufficient attention from an electromagnetic

point of view [8.3]. Some of the problems here are: a)

impedance and field matching of the monotone switch geometry

with the Marx and peaker assembly, b) minimizing dispersion

times [8.4] at the Marx-simulator plate interface. Work is

in progress in this area which looks at the Marx type of

pulser as an EM boundary value problem by modeling the

central Marx column along with the peakers as coupled trans-

mission lines.

2. TEM cO~plillg coefficients

The spherical TEM wave fields in the conical region,

... are well known in the spherical coordinate system which is a,.

natural coordinate system for this geometry. From these

studies, the rectangular components in a transverse plane at

the conical-cylindrical junction can be evaluated. These

fields can be thought of as “input” to the parallel plate

region, By matching the fields from the conical region to

those of the parallel

coupling coefficiy~nts

3. Nonflat

plate region at the junction, the TEM

can be evaluated.

geometries

‘For future generation simulators, it is desirable to

explore other top plate geometries, e.g., curved (inwards

[8.5] and”outwards) in terms of the propagating modal (TEM,

TE, and TM) distributions, impedances, etc. An’ important

criterion here is the confinement of energy in the working

volume, coupled with suitable modifications in the wave

launcher aid receptor seckions.
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4. Earth effects

Earth moving and sloping techniques have

in the simulator facilities to reduce the adverse

effects. For example, at frequencies above 5 MHz

been used

earth

in ATLAS I

(TRESTLE), the earth effects are not so significant; but

below 5 MHz, more accurate calculation and experimental

validation of such effects for various samples of Albuquerque

soils are useful.

5. GTD analysis

At sufficiently low frequencies, quasi-static con-

siderations apply and the evaluation of working volume fields

are relatively straightforward. At the other end of the

frequency spectrum, where critical dimensions of the simulator

become several

applicable and

[~
The chief goal

<
working volume

wavelengths, ray-optic techniques become

hence a complete GTD analysis is desirable.

of such studies would be the prediction of

fields.

6. Wire grids

Although the simulator plates are in practice made

of wire meshes, analyses and laboratory model studies

have always employed solid plates with zero surface impedances.

If one neglects ohmic losses, the wire-mesh plates have

reactive surface impedance

propagation in conical and

investigation.

7. Non-TEM modes

We have extensive

Dikewood Industries on the

, The effects of this on wave

parallel plate regions need furthex’

in conical transmission lines

data from recent efforts at

properties of TE and TM modes in

–k)

1.57
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parallel plate regions which are summarized i~~Section IV.

A similar analysis of the conical plate transmission line

will significantly enhance our understanding of the simulator

performance. The conical transmission line is a radial

transmission line and classical methods of determining the

non-TEM modal distributions should be explored.

8. Wave launcher/receptor

If nonflat top plate geometries are considered for

analysis purposes, it is imperative to modify the wave

launcher and receptor sections. Such modifications need tc

be addressed with the view of ensuring smooth transitions

for wave transport, at all junctions.

9. Distributed terminators

Lumped resistive terminators with their inherent

intrinsic reactance have been traditionally employed and

experimentally evaluated [5.61. Furthermore, the desirability

and implications of perpendicular and sloped distributed

terminators [5.4 and 5.5] were considered in Section V on

terminators . However, the available calculations are for

the case of infinitely wide plates, and the case of the

finite width is considered a logical and useful extension of

existing results.

10. Trestle effects

References [8.6, 8.7 and 8.8] consider the problem

of scattering of a plane wave incident on a two dimensional

periodic array of infinitely long dielectric posts. The con-

clusion there was that the support structure reflects little

e;ergy in the low frequency limit, but reflections are non-

neglibible when lengths of wood arrays become comparable to
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?\ wavelength. Additional complexities are introduced by metal

on the trestle [8.9]. More work is desirable in this area by

considering semi-infinite and finite vertical arrays of posts

including horizontal and diagonal cross members. The plat-

form or the trestle top affects the wave propagation and they

can be evaluated at least initially, on laboratory model

parallel plate simulators.

11. Distant fields

Some crude results are currently available [8.10 and

8.11] in estimating the distant fields from this class of EMP

simulators. Reference [8.10] starts with the estimated work-

ing volume fields and computes distant fields via considerations

of (l/r) fall off, reflection and surface wave losses. Also,

at low frequencies [8.11] one can estimate the distant fields

by first estimating the equivalent electric and magnetic dipole

moments of transmission lines formed by simulator plates. In

contrast with high frequency distant fields, it was found that

at low frequencies the maximum radiation occurs in a direction

opposite to the direction of propagation in the simulator. The

available approximate results indicate that more detailed

studies for a wide range of frequencies are desirable.

d
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